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In this thesis, I report experimental studies towards power scaling of ultrashort fibre-based
sources designed for applications including high average power femtosecond pulse generation
and nonlinear frequency conversion. While the power produced by rare-earth doped fibre lasers
operating in continuous-wave has dramatically increased within a few years to exceed the
kilowatt level, pulsed fibre sources have been limited to tens of watts due to the onset of
nonlinearities in fibre amplifiers. Therefore the aim is to manage fibre nonlinearities to achieve
specific output properties at high average power. An innovative aspect of this work lies in the
remarkable combination of telecom-grade semiconductor laser sources and high-power Ybdoped fibre amplifier technologies to produce short pulses at very high average power.
Direct amplification of ultrashort pulses presents attractive properties including asymptotic
evolution towards a parabolic pulse shape with a perfectly linear chirp. This thesis describes
nonlinear fibre amplification of pulses of different duration produced by passively mode-locked
VECSELs operating at a repetition rate of approximately 1 GHz. A first fibre MOPA seeded by
4.6 ps led to a SPM-dominated regime of amplification up to 200 W with subsequent pulse
compression down to a duration of 430 fs. The development of another fibre MOPA, seeded by
pulses with a duration of 0.5 ps allowed generation of parabolic pulses. This resulted in high
quality pulse compression down to a pulse width of 170 fs at an average power of 53 W. These
results represented the highest power demonstrated by a fibre source producing femtosecond
range pulse width.
Further power scaling was demonstrated by amplifying longer 16-20 ps pulses produced by a
laser diode gain-switched at 1 GHz and emitting at 1060 nm. This experimental study aims at
increasing the average power while maintaining high beam quality and minimizing SPM
induced spectral broadening. I demonstrated fibre sources generating 125 W in a diffraction
limited output beam and 321 W with slightly multimode output beam. In both cases the output
linewidth was maintained below the acceptance bandwidth of conventional nonlinear crystals
for applications such as harmonic generation. The latest demonstration represents the highest
power achieved by a pulsed fibre based source.
Efficient frequency conversion imposes additional requirements on the design of a highpower fibre MOPA. Consequently an improved fibre source including a selectable repetition
rate provided by the gain-switched laser diode was realised. As a result 175 W of average power
was produced in a linearly polarised, diffraction limited output beam with a narrow linewidth.
This source was then employed to generate 80 W of average power in the green via single-pass
frequency-doubling corresponding to nearly 50% conversion efficiency. This is the highest
power produced by a frequency-doubled fibre-based source.
Fibre nonlinear effects are often detrimental to the performance of fibre systems but can also
provide an attractive tool to generate new useful wavelengths. The final part of this thesis
describes efficient white light generation produced by a microstructure fibre pumped by the
previously described green fibre source. Furthermore, I investigated a novel fibre source
configuration for guide star application. The source I developed produced 1 W at 589 nm
through frequency doubling of 1178 nm radiation produced by pulsed Raman amplification in
an Yb-doped fibre amplifier.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Advances towards practical high-power ultrafast fibre-based sources and their power scaling
are reported in this thesis. The aim of this research is to apply attractive features of such
sources such as high brightness and high peak power for frequency conversion in fibres and
nonlinear crystals.

1.1 Motivations
High-power laser systems capable of producing ultrashort pulses find use in a wide variety of
scientific and industrial applications such as harmonic generation, pumping of OPOs, laser
displays, laser marking and micromachining. Over many years of development aiming for
high-power, high-brightness and high efficiency, conventional ultrafast solid-state lasers have
established themselves as the sources of choice for these applications. However their common
rod geometry suffers from thermo-optical problems at high-power preventing simple power
scaling with high beam quality. Special geometries of the gain media have been introduced to
overcome this limitation such as thin-disc [1] and fibre configurations. Despite excellent
thermal properties and similarly to traditional lasers, thin-disc based systems are very
complex incorporating a large number of optical components arranged in free-space. Opposite
to bulk lasers, rare-earth doped fibre lasers involve mainly fibre components and have strong
potential for compactness and robustness. For this reason, the development of high-power
ultrafast fibre based sources is of great research interest.

An additional key aspect of RE doped fibres is the high beam quality inherent to the tight
beam confinement in the thin gain medium. The introduction of cladding-pumped technology
combined with the rapid progress in high brightness pump laser diodes have enabled a
tremendous increase in output power produced by fibre sources based on various RE dopants
(i.e erbium, erbium/ytterbium, neodymium and thulium). This rate of progress was even more
pronounced in the case of Yb-based fibre systems due to the outstanding properties of Ybdoped fibres. YDFs offer a very simple two level energy system and a low quantum defect
making them highly efficient and resulting in reduced heat generation. While their broad
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absorption spectrum implies higher flexibility in pump sources, their broad emission spectrum
suits amplification of ultrashort optical pulses. The work presented in this thesis is mainly
interested in cladding-pumped Yb-doped fibre technology applied to the amplification of
picosecond and sub-picosecond pulses.

Although the long length and tight beam confinement make RE-doped fibres suitable for
high-power amplification they dramatically reduce nonlinear thresholds. Therefore achieving
high peak power associated with high-power ultrashort pulses and high beam quality
constitutes a major challenge. Techniques such as chirped pulse amplification adopted from
solid-state lasers were introduced to reduce peak power in the fibre amplifier and
consequently minimize nonlinear effects. This method is well suited for achieving highenergy pulses but typically involves a complex optical arrangement. In practice direct
amplification appears more practical for scaling average power because of its simplicity. This
implies adequate management of nonlinearities in the fibre amplifier as a function of output
specifications required for the application. Minimising these effects is often critical for
applications such as nonlinear frequency conversion. Nevertheless nonlinearities can also be
very attractive for the generation of high-power pulses and their subsequent compression. In
fibre-based ultrafast systems, nonlinear effects can be controlled by adjusting, if possible,
pulse parameters and fibre dimensions such as core size and fibre length. However most seed
sources operate with fixed pulse parameters and fibre dimensions not only define nonlinear
threshold but also dictate the beam quality and efficiency of the system. These challenges are
a key aspect of this thesis.

1.2 State of the art of high-power ultrashort fibre sources before
this work
Prior to the work presented herein, the rapid technological developments in fibre laser
technology have led to the experimental demonstration of kilowatt average power from a
single fibre by Y. Jeong et al. at the ORC, University of Southampton in August 2003 [2].
However the average power produced by ultrafast fibre sources from direct amplification of
picosecond pulses has been restricted to 50 W for ps pulses [3] and 17 W for compressed fs
pulses [4]. Most fibre systems relied on amplification of a solid-state mode-locked laser with
limited pulse parameters. Power increase was therefore mostly determined by the ability of
the YDF to reduce nonlinearities and these results were enabled by the emergence of fibres
with larger highly doped cores with reduced fibre length. Alternatively some fibre-based
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systems have been designed to provide selectable pulse parameters for applications such as
frequency doubling to the green but with output powers not exceeding 10 W [5]. Whereas
bulk solid state systems may perform better in different operating regimes, they are less
attractive than fibre-based systems for reasons of efficiency, reliability, and compactness.

1.3 Thesis synopsis
In this thesis, ultrafast fibre sources are power scaled to very high average power by
mitigating fibre nonlinearities not only by adequate choice of fibre characteristics but also by
employing high-speed semiconductor lasers as seed sources for the systems. Indeed these
seed lasers offer higher repetition rates than conventional seed sources, meaning that after
amplification, average power can be scaled accordingly before the onset of nonlinearities. A
key attraction of one of the seed sources resides in the selectable repetition rate which
constitutes an ideal tool for controlling levels of nonlinear effects in the fibre amplifier. The
unique combination of well controlled ultrafast semiconductor lasers and well designed highpower YDFAs led to the realisation of picosecond and femtosecond sources with average
powers exceeding the hundred watts levels. Owing to the high degree of control of the pulse
parameters provided by the system, optimal frequency conversion efficiency could be
achieved leading to the development of a high-power picosecond green laser. This source was
then utilised to pump a highly nonlinear fibre for efficient generation of white light. In
addition, the versatility of the Yb based fibre source allowed investigation on the
development of a laser guide star system based on picosecond pulses. In this case, the source
was designed to pump a signal via stimulated Raman scattering and subsequently frequencydoubling resulted in pulsed laser radiation at 589 nm. These experimental realisations
represent the core of this PhD thesis whose organisation is presented in the following.

Beginning with a brief description of RE doped fibre technology and its revolutionary
capabilities, Chapter 2 reviews some of the basic theories useful to understand amplification
in fibre amplifiers. This chapter also describes the various nonlinearities encountered by short
pulses propagating in an optical fibre. Chapter 3 presents an experimental study on direct
fibre amplification of a passively mode-locked optically-pumped VECSEL with GHz
repetition rate through a chain of amplifiers. The aim of this chapter is the production of clean
femtosecond pulses with very high average power after nonlinear fibre amplification. Chapter
4 describes fibre amplification of longer picosecond pulses produced by a gain-switched laser
diode with selectable repetition rate. These longer pulses allow for further power scaling and
nonlinear effects are analysed for various Yb-doped fibre amplifiers. Chapter 5 introduces
3

design considerations for efficient frequency-doubling of an ultrafast fibre source and
presents application of the previously described source configuration for efficient high-power
second-harmonic generation at 530 nm. This thesis is extended to Chapter 6 with
demonstrations reporting on application of high-power picosecond fibre for exciting nonlinear
effects in fibres for the generation of unconventional visible wavelengths. In the first part of
Chapter 6, the high-power green source is a pump source to investigate white light generation
in secondary cores of a microstructured fibre. In the second part, generation of radiation at
589 nm is investigated in a system based on the combination of Raman fibre amplification
pumped by intense picosecond pulses and frequency-doubling in a nonlinear crystal. Finally,
conclusions and future work are discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Pulse propagation in high-power

fibre amplifiers

The work presented in this thesis is dominated by Yb-doped fibres used for amplification of
short pulses. Therefore in section 2.1, the main properties of ytterbium ions incorporated in a
silica fibre and the technology involved in the development of high-power fibre lasers and
amplifiers will be described. Afterwards the background required to understand amplification
of a signal in a doped fibre will be reviewed. Various limiting factors arising in fibre systems
associated with the constant increase of average power are also briefly described. Finally,
section 2.2 presents the basics to pulse propagation in optical fibres including brief
descriptions of dispersion and nonlinear effects which are typical of such a regime.

2.1 Ytterbium doped fibre lasers and amplifiers
2.1.1

Introduction

The first rare-earth doped fibre laser was demonstrated in the 1960’s when C. J. Koester and
E. Snitzer realised a flash-lamp pumped neodymium doped fibre laser [1, 2]. With the
development of semiconductor pump lasers and the demonstration of low-loss RE-doped
silica fibre fabricated with the now widely available MCVD process in 1985 [3], fibre lasers
have become potential replacements for conventional “bulk” solid-state lasers in many
applications.

Indeed glass fibre lasers offer many advantages over their crystal counterparts. Since fibres
are flexible, compact and robust devices can be produced. The output beam quality is
predominantly determined by the waveguide properties of the rare-earth doped core, which
can be designed to emit a diffraction limited beam suitable for many applications.
Furthermore the combination of low background loss and tight beam confinement make fibrebased devices highly efficient with very low lasing threshold and high slope efficiency. The
excellent thermal management when operating at higher power adds to the benefits of fibre
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lasers. Indeed the long length, small transverse dimension and large outer surface area of the
active fibre allow more effective heat dissipation with lower heat-sinking requirements than
with bulk lasers [4].

Another attractive feature of RE-doped fibre lasers is their high gain over the wide bandwidth
that is characteristic for a glass host. Although the crystalline hosts benefits conventional bulk
solid-state lasers in terms of thermo-mechanical properties and gain efficiency, they normally
have narrow emission linewidths, limiting the range of operating wavelengths and hence their
versatility. By contrast, the much broader emission linewidths make glass-based fibre lasers
highly suitable for operation over a wide spectral range and hence for wavelength tunability,
which opens up for a wider range of applications. While crystalline gain media other than REdoped ones can have broader bandwidth, for example Ti-doped sapphire, these are difficult to
combine with high gain and high-power operation because of their limited length (in bulk
format). Furthermore their threshold is quite high, typically on the watt-scale, because of the
relatively large pumped volume even for centimetre-long gain media.

For many years, intensive research in the expanding field of fibre lasers and amplifiers has led
to the development of various types of fibre-based devices, including continuous-wave,
narrow linewidth, Q-switched, and mode-locked fibre lasers. In addition, their operating
wavelength ranges from the ultraviolet to the infrared spectrum. Fibre lasers and especially
amplifiers have revolutionised optical telecommunications, expanding the transmission range
and its bandwidth rapidly and seamlessly. They are attracting much interest in many other
applications as well, such as industrial (e.g. material processing), aerospace (e.g. Lidar),
military defence (e.g. range finding) and medicine.

2.1.2

Ytterbium doped fibre technology for high-power

The revolutionary capabilities of fibre-based sources have only become apparent with the
tremendous and rapid technological developments of recent years. These include the
development of pump laser diodes with increased brightness, the realization of new efficient
RE-doped fibres, and the development of new pumping techniques and high-power
components.

High-power fibre lasers
The rapid technological developments have not only increased the output power over recent
years but have also enabled the development of fibre lasers with various configurations and
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various operating conditions. For instance the most basic fibre laser is composed of a piece of
RE-doped fibre pumped by laser diodes where the cavity consists of a flat cleave and an
external reflector as shown in Fig. 2.1. This type of laser configuration is designed for CW
operation and is capable of producing several kW of output power. The same type of fibre
laser can be either Q-switched or mode-locked by inserting a modulator in the cavity. An allfibre format is also possible thanks to the development of high-power fibre pigtailed
components such as modulators, isolators, fibre Bragg gratings and pump combiners.

RE-doped fibre
Dichroic
Cavity mirror mirror lens

4% fresnel
reflection

Pump diode

Laser
output

Pump diode

Fig. 2.1. Basic configuration of a diode-pumped fibre laser.

A key attraction of rare-earth doped fibres is the very high gain they can reach. Combined
with their other attractive features, the high gain allows high-power fibre amplifiers to be used
in MOPA configuration in which a low-power seed can be amplified by a cascade of fibre
amplifiers to a suitable high power level as depicted in Fig. 2.2. In contrast to high-power
laser systems, advanced telecom-grade low-power fibre components can be used to precisely
customize the seed characteristics. The high-gain amplifier cascade can then boost the signal
to very high powers, with high fidelity to the characteristics of the seed. This high degree of
control makes fibre MOPAs very attractive for the realization of high-power single-frequency
or pulsed sources with precise specifications.

Angled
end

Seed
source

Laser
output

RE-doped fibre
RE doped fiber amplifiers

Pump diode

Fig. 2.2. Schematic representation of a fibre MOPA configuration including a seed source
whose signal power is highly increased after propagation through 3 stages of
amplification
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The work presented here is based on Yb doped fibre MOPA sources seeded by low-power
pulsed semiconductor lasers. A MOPA is often designed to reduce distortions and maintain
the optical properties of the seed up to very high power. However in some cases such as
ultrashort pulse generation, fibre amplifiers can be designed to induce nonlinearities to
achieve temporal compression and hence improve the seed optical characteristics as will be
described in Chapter 3.

Properties of ytterbium ion in a glass host
The first realisation of an EDFA in 1985 by D. N. Payne and his group [3] at the University of
Southampton has triggered rapid technological progress to satisfy the main application in the
field of optical communications. Through these developments, it also appeared that EDFAs
were highly suitable to amplify short pulses to produce high peak power. This regime then
becomes useful for other applications where power considerations prevail over wavelength of
operation. Therefore other rare-earth dopants emitting at other wavelengths could be
considered as candidate for the development of high-power fibre amplifiers. Indeed optical
fibres can be doped by various rare-earth dopants including erbium, ytterbium, thulium and
neodymium but only few candidates can meet the requirements for high-power operations.
Nd3+ ions initially attracted great interest due to their advantageous four-level transitions.
Nevertheless this interest rapidly shifted towards Yb3+ ions due to several attractive features.
Thus, the work presented here concentrates exclusively on ytterbium ions due to their
outstanding properties for high-power operation in a fibre format. They are highly compatible
with a silica host, an ideal material for fibre production. The spectroscopic properties of Yb3+
ions are very simple compared to other rare-earth ions. Their energy level structure consists of
two manifolds; the ground manifold 2F7/2 with four Stark levels labelled (d)-(g) in Fig. 2.3(a)
and the excited manifold 2F5/2 with three Stark levels labelled (a)-(c). This configuration
prevents any excited state absorption for the pump and signal wavelengths. Furthermore since
other levels of excited state configurations are in the ultraviolet, multiphoton relaxation and
concentration quenching are not present. Thus high doping levels are possible for achieving
high-gain in a very short length, and in particular absorption levels required for high power
cladding-pumped operation.
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Fig. 2.3. (a) Energy level structure of Yb3+ ions in silica. (b) Absorption and emission
cross-section of Yb3+ ions in an aluminosilicate glass.

Fig. 2.3(b) shows the absorption and emission cross-sections of Yb in an aluminosilicate
glass, commonly used host for high-power RE doped fibres. The absorption and emission
spectra vary slightly with the host glass composition. Due to strong absorption bands around
976 nm and 910 nm, Yb-doped systems can be pumped by commercially available telecomgrade high-power laser diodes. This proximity between the pump and signal wavelengths
results in a low quantum defects, lower than for neodymium-based systems. This quantum
defect can reach 8% for a signal wavelength of 1060 nm when pumped at 975 nm and slope
efficiencies of 80% are commonly demonstrated. In addition the cross-sections indicate that
amplification is possible over a wide spectral range from 975 nm up to 1120 nm at room
temperature. This broad gain bandwidth is also of great interest for short pulse amplification.
The excited-state lifetime of ytterbium ions in a glass host is approximately 0.8 ms which is
sufficiently long for efficient laser operation.

Basic properties of optical fibres
A standard optical fibre is composed of a core with a high refractive index surrounded by a
cladding with a lower refractive index. The light is guided in the core by total internal
reflection and the difference in refractive index between core and cladding determines how
tightly the optical beam is confined in the core. The core is characterized by a refractive index
ncore with a typical diameter of 5-10 µm, the cladding refractive index is nclad with a typical
diameter of 125 µm. A polymer with an outer diameter of 250 µm is used as a protective
jacket. The refractive index difference defines the acceptance angle θ of the core also known
2
2
− nclad
. Therefore the NA is an
as numerical aperture and defined by NA = sin (θ ) = ncore

important parameter to be considered when choosing optics to maximize optical coupling in a
waveguide structure. Higher coupling efficiency can be achieved by increasing either NA or
the core diameter. However in this case the core may become multimode. Single-mode
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propagation is ensured under the following restriction on the core radius a and the core NA
[5]:

V=

2πaNA

λ

< 2.405

(2.1)

where V is the normalized frequency. These waveguide properties are key to understanding
the behaviour of RE-doped fibres as described in the next section.

Rare-earth doped optical fibres
A RE-doped fibre maintains the properties of a conventional optical fibre but additionally
provides the attractive feature of an active medium by incorporating rare-earth ions with
various doping levels in the core. A typical RE doped fibre is presented in Fig. 2.4. In this
configuration, pump and signal beams are tightly confined in the core and propagate along the
fibre length. The unique combination of long interaction length with high beam overlap
between signal and pump results in efficient energy transfer and high gain. In addition,
excellent output beam quality is achieved as long as the core is maintained single-mode while
the pump can be slightly multimode due to its shorter wavelength.

Distance

RE doped core

cladding
protective jacket
Refractive index

Fig. 2.4. Diagram of the cross-section of a core-pumped rare-earth doped fibre with its
typical refractive index profile

A conventional Yb-doped fibre laser or amplifier with a single waveguide (core) within a
single cladding is typically pumped by widely available single-mode fibre pigtailed laser
diodes emitting at 920 or 977 nm, coupled with a WDM fibre coupler. However the laser
output power is restricted to the amount of pump power that can be coupled to the doped core.
This is rather modest in conventional core-pumped devices, in which the pump is launched
directly into the core. The output power of commercial single-mode laser-diodes, suitable for
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core-pumping, is limited to a few hundreds of milliwatts, and though diodes can be combined
together, the output power from such fibre lasers is limited to the watt level.

To overcome this problem, J. Kafka at Spectra Physics suggested a breakthrough idea, the so
called cladding pumping which can utilise multimode laser diodes [6]. In cladding pumping,
the pump beam is launched not directly into the small core, but into the inner cladding of a
double-clad fibre while the signal beam propagates in the doped core. The clear advantage of
cladding pumping is that high-power single-mode laser beam can be produced from large and
powerful multimode diode lasers.

Fig. 2.5 shows a schematic representation of a double-clad fibre. A double-clad fibre is
normally a three-layer structure: a central core and two layers of surrounding cladding. The
core is the primary waveguide for guiding the signal, surrounded by a lower refractive index
inner cladding. The formed waveguide is made of glass. The inner cladding is surrounded by
an outer cladding with a lower refractive index polymer or glass to form a new, secondary, or
pump, waveguide where the pump beam is guided. The core is typically rare-earth doped,
while the inner-cladding is undoped. Since the core is a part of the pump waveguide, the
pump light will reach the core and excite the rare-earth ions there. The generated or amplified
signal beam is then guided within the core. Depending on the type of applications as well as
the output power level, the core of a DCF typically has a diameter of around 10 µm for
strictly single-mode operation but larger cores are now widely used.

Distance

RE doped core

Inner cladding
Outer cladding
Refractive index

Fig. 2.5. Diagram of the cross-section of a cladding-pumped rare-earth doped fibre with its
typical refractive index profile

Double-clad fibres provide an attractive solution for power scaling of high-brightness fibre
lasers since the thick inner cladding allows the launch of pump-beams from powerful
multimode diode sources while the core structure defines largely the output beam quality.
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The inner cladding size and NA are primarily designed according to the type of diode pump
sources which can be found commercially in the form of multimode single or multi-emitter
including diode bars or stacks. Consequently a double-clad fibre essentially acts as a
brightness converter where a low brightness high-power pump beam is gradually converted
into a high-power high brightness signal beam through energy transfer in the double
waveguide structure. This statement is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

Low brightness

Input pump beam
from laser diodes
NA~0.46

“Brightness converter”

High brightness

Rare-earth doped fibre

Output beam

Reflectors
Fig. 2.6. Schematic representation of a cladding pumped fibre laser composed of an active
fibre with reflectors. The concept of brightness enhancement is also illustrated by
the conversion of a low brightness pump beam into a high brightness output
beam.

The maximum power that can be achieved by a fibre-based source depends on the amount of
pump power absorbed by the RE-doped core. In a double-clad fibre, the large undoped inner
cladding to active core ratio results in lower pump absorption rate compared to single-clad
fibre. Higher dopant concentration is therefore required to increase absorption and longer
fibres often help to achieve optimal absorption. Consequently the design of an efficient highpower double-clad YDF relies firstly on increased pump coupling efficiency and secondly on
the maximization of pump absorption by the doped core.

High pump coupling efficiency can be reached by employing a double-clad fibre with either a
high NA or a large inner cladding diameter. The numerical aperture of the inner cladding
depends on the refractive index of the material comprising the outer cladding. A solid fluorine
doped silica outer cladding allows a relatively low NA of 0.28 compared to a low-index
polymer based material with resulting NA of approximately 0.46. A convenient method to
reduce the refractive index of the outer cladding consists in introducing air in its composition.
This new development resulted in the emergence of jacketed air clad structures with NA
exceeding 0.6.
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Increasing the cladding dimension allows higher pump coupling efficiency but causes reduced
pump absorption unless the core size is scaled accordingly. However a larger core often leads
to multimode output beams with poor beam quality. For this reason, LMA fibres have been
introduced to increase the active core area while reducing the numerical aperture in order to
maintain single-mode operation [7]. Nevertheless conventional MCVD process limits the NA
of Yb-doped fibres to 0.06 and alternative microstructured fibres have enabled a reduction of
NA to less than 0.05 allowing the use of very large Yb-doped cores with area reaching 2000
µm2 [8]. Combined with an air-clad structure these novel types of fibres offer an excellent
solution for the realisation of devices with high pump coupling efficiency, high pump
absorption and consequently high gain in a very short fibre length. This is of particular
interest for pulsed applications.

The shape of the inner cladding is another important specification, since with some
geometries, a poor overlap between the core and a large number of pump modes can be
experienced. This is the case with a circular inner cladding where some pump modes,
corresponding to skew rays (e.g. meridional and helical rays), never overlap with a centred
doped core, thereby resulting in low pump absorption. This problem can be overcome by
bending the DCF, which scrambles the pump mode [9, 10], by having an offset core, or by
breaking the circular symmetry of the inner cladding (e.g. D-shape, hexagonal shape) as
shown in fig. 2.7.

Meridional rays

Helical rays

Fig. 2.7. Pump propagation in a circular shape inner cladding with meridional and helical
rays leading to poor overlap with the doped core and alternative cladding shapes
designed to break the circular symmetry for improved pump absorption.

Cladding pumping has changed the perspective of fibre lasers and amplifiers and did enable
scaling of fibre laser output powers from a few watts to several hundreds of watts. Thanks to
the development of improved cladding pumped Yb-doped fibres and brighter laser diodes,
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fibre lasers are now capable of producing several kilowatts [11-13] with quasi- single-mode
output and tens of kilowatts with multimode output [13].

Pumping configurations
Double-clad fibres were designed to take advantage of the high power produced by highly
multimoded laser diodes. These diode pump sources are available in various formats with
various beam characteristics. They include single emitters with a maximum output power of
10W coupled into a fibre with a core diameter of 105 µm and NA of 0.15, multi-emitters with
tens of watts of output power compatible with optical fibres with cores of less than 200 µm in
diameter and an NA of 0.22, and diode-stacks capable of producing kilowatts output powers.
These three types of sources were used in this study and photos of each pump diode are
presented in Fig. 2.8. High-power fibre amplifiers described in the next chapters were
pumped using commercial diode stacks manufactured by Laserline and capable of producing
up to 550 W around 975 nm.
(c)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2.8. Various types of pump laser diodes: (a) single emitter producing up to 10 W
output power (manufactured by JDSU), (b) fibre-coupled multiple emitter
(manufactured by Fianium) with up to 40W output power and (c) diode stacks
(manufactured by Laserline) producing up to several kilowatts of output power.

To maximise coupling between the multimode pump beam and the double-clad fibre, the
brightness of the pump source must be considered. The brightness of a source is defined as
the power emitted by a source of area A in a solid angle 2π (1 − cos(θ )) and is expressed as:

B=

P
P
≈
2πA(1 − cos(θ )) πA NA 2

(

)

(2.2)
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For optimal coupling, the brightness must be maintained, meaning that the brightness of the
optical fibre where the power is launched can not exceed the brightness of the source itself.
This is summarized by the following relation:

πAs sin 2 (θ ) ≤ πA f NA 2

(2.3)

where As and A f are the source and fibre areas respectively. Coupling efficiency can be
severely degraded if this condition is not respected.

Over recent years, several methods have been proposed to efficiently launch pump beams
produced by high-power laser diodes into RE-doped double-clad fibres. Although many
configurations have been investigated in laboratories, the techniques described in the
following are used in commercial fibre-based devices.

Free-space end-pumping
Free-space end-pumping is the simplest way to pump a DCF and is very convenient for
experimental work. This is the main reason why this technique is employed in this work. Its
principle is presented in Fig. 2.9. The pump beam is injected directly into the inner cladding
through the fibre end facet (e.g., cleaved) using a lens. This pumping scheme offers very good
launch efficiency, as long as the focusing lens is adequately chosen to satisfy relation (2.3).
This coupling technique allows relatively straightforward power scaling by increasing the
inner cladding size to accommodate the very high power produced by low brightness pump
diodes such as diode stacks. However with this scheme, the number of injection points is
limited since the pump light can be launched only through two ends of the fibre. In addition,
the fibre ends will not be accessible for splicing which is often a practical requirement.
Furthermore, an all-fibre configuration is often preferred due to its potential for compactness
and outstanding robustness. Therefore alternative pump coupling methods were developed to
free the fibre ends and eliminate bulk optics.

Fig. 2.9. Principle of free-space end-pumping of a RE-doped cladding-pumped fibre
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Pumping by tapered fibre bunble
A first technique consists in multiplexing multiple emitters, typically single emitters, using
several pump fibres combined to a double-clad fibre. This method relies on a device called
TFB which is fabricated in a similar way as a fused fibre coupler by bundling multimode
fibres to a double-clad fibre or another multimode fibre and fusing and tapering them together
[14, 15]. A schematic representation of a TFB is shown in Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.10. Schematic of a tapered fibre bundle comprising several multimode pump fibres
and one signal feed-through.

A TFB can be used as a basic pump combiner. Alternatively some devices offer a signal feedthrough which can be spliced to either a seed signal (for amplification) or a FBG (for laser
operation). In this case both fibre ends are available for splicing allowing for more advanced
amplifier or laser designs. Another attraction of TFBs resides in the high level of integration
since all the pump fibres can be spliced and power scaling is provided simply by splicing
more diodes to the system. However in this case the maximum number of ports that can be
coupled into a single fibre is governed by:
N × (Φ S NAS ) ≤ (Φ DCF NADCF )
2

2

(2.4)

where Φ S , Φ DCF and NAS , NADCF are the respective diameters and numerical apertures for
the pump source fibre and the double-clad fibre.

Pumping by side-spliced fibres
Another pumping technique is based on direct splicing of multimode pump fibres on the side
of the double-clad fibre [16]. This method is schematically presented in Fig. 2.11. Despite the
high control of the parameters (e.g. angle between fibres) required during fabrication, it offers
high coupling efficiency.
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Fig. 2.11. Diagram representing a side-spliced pumping scheme. Light source (LS), RE
doped optical fibre (FF) Pump multimode optical fibre (IF), and splicing area
(CR). After [16].

V-groove Side-Pumping (VSP)
V-groove Side pumping was introduced and developed by D. J. Ripin and L. Goldberg [17].
This technique consists in coupling the pump power from the side of a DCF via internal
reflection on a V-groove etched in the inner cladding as shown in Fig. 2.12. This technique is
utilised in commercial products by Keopsys. Similarly to the previous method, the RE doped
core is also directly accessible. However the coupler requires complicated fabrication and
offers limited span for power scaling due to the high pump intensity involved in the relatively
small and sensitive groove.

Fig. 2.12. Representation of V-groove side-pumping illustrating the reflection of a pump
beam in the double-clad fibre via a V-groove.

GT-Wave pumping technology
GT-Wave has been invented and developed by A. B. Grudinin and P. W. Turner [18] from the
ORC as an alternative pumping scheme to facilitate pump coupling in a simple configuration.
This technology is schematically shown in Fig. 2.13. It is based on a bundle of typically three
uncoated fibres, including a standard RE-doped DCF and two silica pump fibres surrounded
by a low index polymer to create the index difference for waveguiding. GT-Wave is a unique
pump coupling device where pump beams are gradually distributed between pump and signal
18

fibres along the device length differing from a TFB where pump beams are coupled into the
active fibre at one end of the fibre. This novel waveguide structure offers excellent coupling
between the fibre ports in a short distance. This technology is highly suitable for power
scaling since the properties of a GT-Wave system after pump coupling does not differ much
from a standard double-clad fibre, which is capable of kilowatts power levels. Furthermore, as
opposed to the previously described technique pump coupling is achieved along the fibre
length which allows for very high power handling. Some pre-amplifiers used in this thesis
were based on this technology.

Fig. 2.13. Schematic representation of GT-Wave fibre pumping scheme with diagram and
photo of a cross-section of the waveguide. Courtesy of SPI Laser.

2.1.3

Amplifications in Ytterbium doped fibres

The properties of ytterbium ions in a glass host, the waveguide structure in which ions are
incorporated and methods to couple pump beams into the RE doped optical waveguide have
been introduced. This section reviews the theory related to amplification in an Yb-doped
cladding-pumped fibre. Modelling amplification in rare-earth doped fibres has been the topic
of many papers and books [19-22] with the growing interest in EDFAs for telecom
applications. Here I would like to summarize the basic properties of amplification in Ybdoped fibres based on well known fibre amplifier models. In this thesis, I am principally
interested in amplification of signals in the 1040-1080nm wavelength range where the
ytterbium system has a nearly four-level behaviour. Since the non radiative transitions are
very fast, the four-level structure can be simplified into a two-level system with an upper
level labelled 2 and a ground level labelled 1. As previously described, interactions between
ions and excited state absorption can be neglected. Furthermore ASE is not considered here.
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Population densities
Let Ni be the number of ions in the ith level per unit volume. The total number of ions per
cubic metre N0 is expressed as:

N 0 = ρ = N1 + N 2

(2.5)

The rate equations of the population densities for the two-level system are derived as:
∂N1
= − R12 N1 + R21 N 2 − Wa N1 + We N 2 + N 2 / τ
∂t
∂N 2
= R12 N1 − R21 N 2 + Wa N1 − We N 2 − N 2 / τ
∂t

(2.6)

where τ is the fluorescence lifetime and the radiation rates are defined as [13]:

R12 =

σ ap I p
σ ep I p
σ aI
σ eI
, R21 =
, Wa = s s , We = s s ,
hν p
hν p
hν s
hν s

(2.7)

where I s and I p are the signal and pump intensities, and σ pa , σ ep , σ se and σ sa are the
effective pump absorption, pump emission, signal emission and signal absorption crosssections, respectively. h is Planck’s constant and ν p and ν s are the pump and signal optical
frequencies. In Eq. 2-7, R12 N1 represents the pump absorption, Wa N1 the ground state
absorption, We N 2 the stimulated emission, and N 2 / τ

the spontaneous emission,

respectively.

Considering the steady state regime, (2.6) becomes
1 + Weτ

 N 1= ρ 1 + (W + W )τ + (R + R )τ ,

a
e
12
21

τ
τ
R
+
W
12
e
N = ρ
= N 0 − N1
 2
1 + (Wa + We )τ + (R12 + R21 )τ

(2.8)

Substituting Eq. 2-7 into Eq. 2-8, we obtain:
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N = ρ
 1
1 σ sa I s
+

τ hν s




 N 2= ρ

1 σ sa I s
+

τ hν s


σ se I s
τ hν s
,
a
e
σ se I s σ p I p σ p I p
+
+
+
hν s
hν p
hν p
1

+

(2.9)

σ ap I p σ sa I s
+
hν p
hν s
+

a
e
σ se I s σ p I p σ p I p
+
+
hν s
hν p
hν p

In the general case where k beams (including the pump beam) propagate in the doped fibre,
the rate equation describing the temporal evolution of the metastable level can be expressed
as:

(

)

(

)

a
e
k −1
σ ma N1 − σ me N 2
∂N 2 σ p N1 − σ p N 2
N
=
Ip +
Im − 2 ,
τ
∂t
hν p
hν m
m =1

∑

(2.10)

The population densities in the steady-state regime considering the pump beam and k signal
beams are:

N 2 (r ,θ , z ) = ρ (r ,θ , z )

(

k −1
σ apτ
σ aτ
I p (r ,θ , z ) + ∑ m I m (r ,θ , z )
hν p
m =1 hν m

)

(

)

k −1
τ σ ap + σ ep
τ σ ma + σ me
1+
I p (r ,θ , z ) + ∑
I m (r ,θ , z )
hν p
hν m
m =1

ρ (r ,θ , z ) = N1 (r ,θ , z ) + N 2 (r ,θ , z )

,

(2.11)

(2.12)

If we consider that the signal propagates in a multimode doped fibre, the k different beams
can represent the different modes supported by the optical waveguide. Since the intensities of
the different beams are added, they are assumed to be incoherent.

Mode envelope
The intensities I m expressed in Eq. 2.11 depend on the waveguiding properties of the active
fibre. High-power Yb-doped fibre amplifiers can be multimode and it is often necessary to
consider simultaneous amplification of various modes in the doped core where each mode is
characterized by a specific intensity distribution. We define a normalized mode
envelope φ j (r ,θ ) for the mode j , so that:
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φ j (r ,θ ) =

φ j (r ,θ )

∫ φ j (r,θ )rdrdθ

,

(2.13)

A

where φ j is the mode profile of mode j defined in Eq. 2-15.

Therefore the intensity distribution I j is written as:
I j (r ,θ ) = Pjφ j (r ,θ )

(2.14)

where Pj is the total power guided by the mode j .
In the weakly guided approximation [5], the mode profiles φ j of a step-index fibre are given
by the LPnm power mode envelopes described by:
 2
r 2
 J n U mn a  cos (nθ )

 
φ j (r ,θ ) = φ nm (r ,θ ) =  2
 J n (U mn ) K 2 W r  cos 2 (nθ )
 K n2 (Wmn ) n  mn a 


for r ≤ a
(2.15)
for r > a

where J m and K m are Bessel functions, a is the fibre core radius and U mn and Wmn are the
eigenvalue parameters defined by the propagation constant β mn of the mode LPnm.

Pump and signal propagation equations
The rate equations previously introduced form a basis for modelling of many aspects
including signal and pump power evolution in a double-clad Yb-doped fibre. The evolution of
signal and pump power along the fibre propagation is described by the propagation equations
as:
dPs ( z )
= γ se ( z ) − γ sa ( z ) − α s Ps ( z ),
dz
dPp ( z )
= γ ep ( z ) − γ ap ( z ) − α p Pp ( z )
dz

[

[

]

]

(2.16)
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γ s,e p , γ s,a p correspond to the signal and pump emission and absorption coefficients expressed
as:

γ

e
s, p

(z ) = σ

2π ∞

∫∫ N (r,θ , z )φ (r ,θ )rdrdθ

e
s, p

2

s, p

0 0

γ

a
s, p

(z ) = σ

(2.17)

2π ∞

∫∫ N (r,θ , z )φ (r ,θ )rdrdθ

a
s, p

1

s, p

0 0

2.1.4

Challenges of high-power fibre amplification

Output beam quality and enhancement techniques
Large multimode core fibre lasers are now widely used because of their potential for power
scaling. However beam quality is often severely degraded by higher order modes
accompanying the fundamental mode at the fibre output. The beam quality of a laser source
determines how tightly the laser beam can be focused and how quickly the beam diverges. It
is therefore a critical parameter for most applications. The beam quality is defined in practice
by the beam quality factor M 2 . The beam quality factor represents a scale of imperfection of
the output beam. The minimum value of M 2 is 1 which corresponds to a perfect diffraction
limited beam. An increase of M 2 relates to more multimoded output beam with degraded
propagation characteristics. A theoretical Gaussian beam is characterized by the following
beam waist– divergence product:

w0θ 0 =

λ
.
π

(2.18)

A real beam is then defined by:

W0 Θ 0 = M 2

λ
,
π

(2.19)

where W0 and Θ 0 are the waist and divergence of the real beam.
Consequently, the real beam radius evolves longitudinally according to:
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2

W (z ) = W0

 zM 2 λ 
 .
1 + 
2 
 πW0 

(2.20)

This expression is useful for beam quality characterisation. The measurement of W ( z ) at the
output of a laser source allows the calculation of the beam quality factor M 2 .
A laser beam is considered of high quality or quasi-diffraction limited for M 2 < 1.3 . The
beam quality of a single mode fibre is approximately 1.1. In pulsed fibre lasers and amplifiers
a large effective area is often preferred. This results in a degradation of the beam quality. The
design of LMA fibres enables operation of fibre amplifiers with large core area and excellent
beam quality. The recent development of Yb-doped microstructured fibres has enabled further
increase of the core area while maintaining diffraction limited output. However these new
fibres are bend sensitive due to the extremely low NA. Therefore in the following, I will
describe several methods employed to enhance the beam quality of fibre sources based on
conventional fibres.

In a multimode fibre amplifier, single-mode output can be provided by achieving adequate
matching between the seed mode and the amplifier mode. This technique works quite well for
large mode area fibres but high-power operation often results in amplification of higher order
modes. Therefore it becomes critical to find a method to eliminate higher order modes or to
avoid their amplification.

The beam quality of multimode fibre lasers and amplifiers can be enhanced using the
following principle: higher order modes must undergo higher loss that can be either localised
or distributed but this should not lead to significant attenuation of the fundamental mode.
Relying on Marcuse’s analysis of bend loss in optical fibres [23], Koplow et al. [24, 25]
experimentally demonstrated a diffraction limited output from a multimode, large-core fibre
amplifier by coiling the fibre, hence inducing high distributed loss to higher order modes
while not affecting significantly the fundamental mode. The loss for each mode depends on
the fibre bending radius which must be chosen so that bending induces high loss to higher
order modes and negligible loss to the fundamental mode. This practical approach can
significantly enhance the beam quality with a minimum power penalty but applies only for
doped fibres with low NA (NA<0.08).

Utilising the mode filtering properties of a tapered optical fibre, Alvarez-Chavez et al.
demonstrated improved beam quality with a fibre laser having a tapered section [26]. In this
configuration, the tapered core section makes higher-order modes radiate outside the core
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while still supporting the fundamental mode. The resulting power penalty can be satisfactory
if the taper is well designed. However this technique requires very delicate fabrication of the
tapered section.

Instead of imposing loss to higher order modes, other methods attempt to provide higher gain
to the fundamental mode. Although this technique appears a priori promising as it does not
involve any loss in the system, its realization is quite challenging as it requires a good
understanding of modes propagation and mode competition in fibre amplifiers. Furthermore
the modal discrimination is much smaller than it can be for bend loss, for example. Following
this approach, some fibre amplifiers were developed with spatial distribution of the active
ions to provide optimal gain to the fundamental mode while keeping the gains for any other
modes to a significantly lower level [27].

Thermal effects
High-power fibre based devices have excellent thermal properties due to the unique heat
dissipation along the fibre length. For this reason, it has long been thought that thermal effects
play a limited role in power scaling to high average powers. Nevertheless there has been an
increasing interest in thermal effects in YDF with the dramatic rise in power up to several
kilowatts from a single YDF. Thermal effects in fibre arise mainly from the quantum defect
between the pump and signal photons. Therefore the choice of pump impacts the amount of
heat generated along the fibre. This change in temperature may have several effects on the
fibre device performance. D. C. Brown and H. J. Hoffman have analyzed these thermal limits
for power scaling of fibre lasers. Details of this study can be found in [28] and I provide here
a brief outline of the theoretical thermal limits of high-power fibre based sources. A first
limit consists in thermally induced material fracture that is commonly observable in bulk
solid-state lasers and is even more pronounced in weaker silica based fibres. Although it has
not been observed experimentally, a large change in core temperature may result in
significant change of refractive index which could affect the waveguiding properties and
eventually degrade the laser efficiency. Furthermore, in some cases with very high thermal
load, the core temperature may reach extreme values leading to the catastrophic melting of the
core itself. An increase of the fibre temperature does not necessarily induce destructive
effects. Indeed a change in temperature causes a variation of the populations which implies a
change in the actual cross-sections. For instance, a temperature increase induces a shift of the
gain spectrum to longer wavelengths with subsequent reduction of the peak gain and in turn
leads to a reduced efficiency.
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Photodarkening
With increasing power levels produced by fibre sources in CW and pulsed operation,
photodarkening has appeared as another limiting factor for further power scaling.
Photodarkening can be described by a temporal decay of average output power. The decay
rate depends on various parameters. This decay is due to increased absorption of the signal in
the Yb-doped doped core and results in a reduction of the device lifetime. The underlying
physical process for doped fibre degradation could be attributed to the formation of colour
centres or other photoinduced structural transformations in the silica glass host [29]
associated to defect sites in the glass. The induced absorption is more pronounced for visible
wavelengths and tails out to 1.1 µm. It was observed that the photodarkening rate has a 7th
order dependence on the populaton inversion [30]. For this reason, high-energy pulsed system
with an average population inversion of 40-50% can degrade 104-107 faster than standard CW
fibre laser operating with 5-10% population inversion. Photodarkening effects can be reduced
by employing a counter propagative pumping configuration since it provides a more uniform
population inversion than

co-propagative

pumping.

With increasing interest

for

photodarkening, fibre manufacturers have also started to work on solutions to overcome this
issue. This can be done by improving the fabrication process to avoid formation of defects in
the glass matrix. Liekki has demonstrated improved performance by fabricating YDF with socalled Direct Nanoparticle Deposition (DND) [31]. Another technique consists in minimising
Yb clustering by increasing the aluminium content in the fibre composition [32, 33].

2.2 Pulse propagation in optical fibres
This section describes a brief background to propagation of pulses in optical fibres including
nonlinear effects which are observed and utilised in this work. More details related to this
theoretical background can be found in [34].

2.2.1

Nonlinear Schrödinger equation

The evolution of an ultrashort pulse in an optical fibre can be determined using the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation expressed as:

i

∂ψ β 2 ∂ 2ψ
2
=
−γψ ψ ,
∂z
2 ∂t 2

(2.21)
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where ψ is the normalised complex amplitude of the field normalised related to the optical
power by P = ψ *ψ . β 2 is the group velocity dispersion per unit length, and γ is the
nonlinear coefficient defined by:

γ=

2πn2
,
λAeff

(2.22)

where n2 is the nonlinear refractive index with a typical value of 3.2 × 10 −20 m2/W for silica.
Aeff is the effective core area which takes into account the transverse distribution φ (x, y ) of
the fibre mode and is defined as:

2

∞ ∞

2

φ (x, y ) dxdy 


 .
=  −∞∞ −∞∞

∫∫

Aeff

∫ ∫ φ ( x, y )

4

(2.23)

dxdy

−∞ −∞

Two distinct regimes of propagation can be considered: the dispersion dominated regime of
propagation and the nonlinearity-dominated regime. Both regimes are determined by two
parameters that account for propagation of a Fourier transform limited pulse with a duration
T0 and a peak power P0 and are defined by:

LD =

T02

β2

and LNL =

1
.
γP0

(2.24)

LD and LNL are the dispersion and nonlinear length respectively. A dispersion dominated
regime corresponds to the case where LD << LNL , and the nonlinearity-dominated regime is
applicable whenever LD >> LNL .

2.2.2

Dispersion-dominated regime

In this case, nonlinearities are neglected, so that γ = 0 in Eq. (2.21), resulting in the following
equation:
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i

∂ψ β 2 ∂ 2ψ
=
.
∂z
2 ∂t 2

(2.25)

The value of dispersion depends on the material as well as waveguide properties. Dispersion
effects can be illustrated by considering the example of an input unchirped Gaussian pulse

 T2 
 and a pulse duration at FWHM of TFWHM = 2 ln 2T0 . In
with amplitude ψ (0, t ) = exp −
2 
2
T
0


this case, the amplitude evolution along the fibre length is expressed as:

ψ (z, t ) =


T2
exp −
2
T02 − iβ 2 z
 2 T0 − iβ 2 z
T0

(

)


.



(2.26)

This equation shows that under the effects of dispersion, the pulse maintains its Gaussian
shape but its width increases according to the following equation:

 z
T1 (z ) = T0 1 + 
 LD

2


 ,


(2.27)

meaning that at a distance LD , the pulse sees its width broadens by a factor

2 . This

expression also indicates that the pulse broadening is independent of the sign of dispersion.
Furthermore propagation has introduced a time dependent phase defined by:

sgn (β 2 ) z  2
 LD  t + 1 tan −1  z
Φ (z , t ) = −
2
L
T02 2
 D
1 +  z 
 LD 


 ,


(2.28)

This corresponds to a linear chirp given by:
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∂φ ( z , t )
δω ( z , t ) = −
=
∂t

2 sgn (β 2 ) z 
 LD  t ,
2
T02
1 +  z 
 LD 

(2.29)

Therefore a dispersion-dominated regime causes not only pulse broadening but also an
introduction of a perfectly linear frequency chirp whose slope depends on the sign of
dispersion. For instance in a normal dispersion fibre ( β 2 > 0 ), the chirp is negative at the
leading edge while the opposite applies for an anomalous dispersion fibre ( β 2 < 0 ).
Numerical simulations are utilized to illustrate the effect of dispersion on a Gaussian pulse of
4 ps in duration (FWHM) after propagation in an optical fibre. A single-mode fibre with

β 2 = 25.10-3 ps2.m-1 is considered. Fig. 2.14(a) depicts the evolution of the intensity profile
along the fibre length with the corresponding frequency chirp. Fig. 2.14(b) shows an
unchanged spectrum as the pulse propagates. Fig. 2.14(c) reports the longitudinal evolution of
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Fig. 2.14. Propagation of a Gaussian pulse with a duration of 4 ps in an optical fibre where
dispersion dominates over nonlinear effects. (a) Evolution of intensity profile and
chirp at various fibre distances. (b) Evolution of the spectrum showing no
changes during propagation. (c) Evolution of pulse duration: numerical results
(line) and analytical calculations from eq. (2.27).
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2.2.3

Nonlinearity-dominated regime: self-phase modulation

The dispersion term is now neglected ( β 2 = 0 ), and Eq. (2.21) becomes:

i

∂ψ
2
= −γ ψ ψ .
∂z

(2.30)

Nonlinear effects presented here are related to the Kerr effect in an optical fibre which
represents a change of refractive index induced by high intensities in the silica core. This
results in a nonlinear phase change accumulated along a distance L of the fibre and given by:

2

φ NL = n2 E k 0 L ,

(2.31)

where k 0 = 2π λ and E represent the amplitude of the field. Therefore this nonlinear effect
is called self-phase modulation.
Consequently a solution of Eq. (2.30) is:

ψ ( z, t ) = ψ (0, t )exp[iφ NL ( z , t )] ,

(2.32)

where the nonlinear phase is:

φ NL (z , t ) = γ ψ (0, t ) z .
2

(2.33)

This induced phase leads to the following frequency chirp:

∂ω NL ( z , t ) = −

∂ ψ (0, t )
∂φ NL ( z , t )
= −γz
.
∂t
∂t
2

(2.34)

Considering the case of an initial unchirped Gaussian pulse, this frequency chirp becomes:

∂ω NL ( z , t ) =

[

]

2γzP0 t
2
exp − (t T0 ) .
T02

(2.35)

Therefore in this case the maximum value of ∂ω NL ( z, t ) is expressed by:
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max
(z ) = e −1 2 2
∂ω NL

γP0 z
T0

.

(2.36)

This expression shows that as a pulse propagates, the nonlinear chirp increases, resulting in
the generation of new photons at these new frequencies. As a result, self-phase modulation
causes a spectral broadening. Numerical simulations were carried out to illustrate the effects
of SPM on the propagation of a Gaussian unchirped pulse in an optical fibre. The fibre is
characterised by γ = 0.006 W-1.m-1 and the Gaussian pulse has a duration of 4 ps with an
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Fig. 2.15. Propagation of a Gaussian pulse with a pulse duration of 4 ps and an energy of
400 pJ in an optical fibre. (a) Evolution of intensity profile and chirp. (b)
Evolution of spectrum at various distances. (c) Spectral width evolution based on
numerical simulations (line) and based on analytical calculation from eq. (2.36).

Eq. (2.36) is based on the assumption that dispersion effects are negligible compared to
nonlinear effects. However with increasing spectral bandwidth, dispersion becomes more
significant making the analytical expression not valid. This limit is apparent in Fig. 2.15(c)
where analytical and numerical values differ as the spectral width increases.
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2.2.4

Cross-phase modulation

Several waves co-propagating in an optical fibre can interact and cause additional
nonlinearities. In the case of Stimulated Raman and Brillouin scatterings, harmonic
generation and four-wave mixing, these interacting waves create new waves as will be
described in the following sections. Coupling between these waves can also happen resulting
in a phenomenon called cross-phase modulation. Similarly to SPM, XPM corresponds to a
change of refractive index caused by the interaction with other waves. The intensitydependent nonlinear phase change induced by two co-propagating waves depends on the
intensity of each wave and is always accompanied by SPM as expressed in the following:

φ jNL ( z ) =

ωj
c

∆n j z = n2

ωj  2
2
ψ j + 2ψ 3− j  z ,
c 



(2.37)

where j = 1 or 2. The first term represents the contribution of SPM. The second term
represents the phase modulation induced by the second co-propagating wave or XPM. The
factor of 2 applied to the second term shows that for a given intensity, XPM is twice as
effective as SPM.

2.2.5

Four-wave mixing

When three waves comprised of two pump waves ψ 1 , ψ 2 and a signal wave ψ 3 of respective
frequencies ω1 , ω 2 and ω3 interact in an optical fibre, they generate a fourth wave ψ 4 of
frequency ω 4 = ω1 + ω 2 − ω3 . Four-wave mixing is a phase sensitive process. This process
can be maximised along the fibre length if the phase-matching condition imposed by the
conservation momentum is met. It is described by:
∆k = k1 + k 2 − k 3 − k 4 = (n~3ω3 + n~4ω 4 − n~1ω1 − n~2ω 2 ) c = 0 ,

(2.38)

where n~1 , n~2 , n~3 and n~4 are the effective indices of the fibre modes. Considering the
nonlinear phase-shift induced by SPM and XPM, the phase mismatch term is given by:

κ = ∆k + γ ( P1 + P2 ) ,

(2.39)
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with P1 and P2 , the respective pump peak powers. In the particular case of partially
degenerate FWM where ω1 = ω 2 , two photons of the pump waves are annihilated to create
two photons known as Stokes and anti-Stokes with 2ω1 = ω aS + ω S . This case is of great
practical interest because this means that a single highly intense pump wave propagating
along the fibre can amplify through FWM Stokes and anti-Stokes waves generated from
noise. The phase mismatch can be expressed by:

κ = ∆k + 2γP1 ,

(2.40)

To realise phase matching, one of these terms should be negative. This can be achieved in
practice by employing adequate dispersion profiles, by propagating several modes in a
multimode fibre or by the use of modal birefringence.
The corresponding FWM gain is given by:

2

κ 
g = γ 2 P12 −   ,
2

(2.41)

This expression reveals that FWM gain exists even when the phase matching condition is not
fulfilled. The peak gain corresponds to the case of perfect phase matching and is given by
g max = γP1 . This gain value is approximately twice as high as the Raman gain. Although this
process can be very efficient, in practice phase matching is difficult to maintain over a long
propagation distance and in this case stimulated Raman scattering usually dominates.

2.2.6

Stimulated Raman scattering

Raman scattering is inherent to any molecular medium. It relates to the transfer of power from
an optical field to another field with a frequency downshift determined by the vibrational
modes of the medium. In other words, an incident pump beam can generate a frequency
downshifted wave called the Stokes wave. If the pump beam is sufficiently intense, the Stokes
wave can grow along the medium and the process is then called stimulated Raman scattering.
SRS has proved to be of great interest in optical fibres due to long interaction lengths leading
to the development of Raman based fibre amplifiers and lasers. However SRS may also
constitute a practical limitation in high-peak fibre based devices.
Considering CW operation and in the case of a passive optical fibre characterised by losses

α p and α s for the pump and Stokes beams, respectively, the transfer of power from the
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pump to the Stokes wave along the fibre length is described by the following coupled
equations:

dI s
= gRI p Is − αsIs ,
dz
dI p
dz

=−

ωp
gRI pIs −α pI p ,
ωs

(2.42)
(2.43)

where I s and I p are the Stokes and pump intensities respectively, and g R is the Raman gain
coefficient. Fig. 2.16 shows g R for fused silica at a pump wavelength of 1 µm as a function
of the frequency shift. In this case, Raman gain peaks at a frequency shift of 13.2 THz
(440 cm-1).

Fig. 2.16. Raman-gain spectrum for fused silica at a pump wavelength λ = 1µm. After [34].

From equations (2.42) and (2.43), an expression for the Raman threshold can be determined.
It leads to the definition of a critical pump power that represents the level of input pump
power required for the Stokes and pump powers to be equal at the fibre length L and is
determined by:

g R P0cr Leff
Aeff

≈ 16 ,

(2.44)

where Leff represent the effective length given by:
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[

(

)]

Leff = 1 − exp − α p L α p .

(2.45)

The properties of SRS presented in this section relate mainly to the case of a cw signal and
provide the basics for understanding the phenomena presented in the following chapters.
These considerations can also be employed in pulsed regime if one neglects effects such as
pulse walk-off and other nonlinear effects. A thorough theoretical analysis of SRS in pulsed
regime can be found in [34].

2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, various properties of Yb-doped fibres have been introduced to describe the
propagation and amplification of a signal in a fibre-based source. The rapid progress of fibre
lasers and amplifiers have been enabled by tremendous developments in key technologies
such as pump laser diodes, Yb-doped fibres and high-power components described in this
chapter. Furthermore it has been outlined that ytterbium ions appear ideal for power scaling of
fibre lasers. Nevertheless, there are limiting factors to be considered for further power scaling
of such systems with excellent beam quality. One of them includes nonlinear effects arising
along the fibre due to high beam intensity. These become even more important in the pulsed
regime where peak intensities can reach very high values as will be described in the following
chapters of this thesis.
In chapter 3, the interaction of dispersion and SPM in a high-power amplifier leads to the
generation of clean femtosecond pulses from picosecond seed pulses.
Chapters 4 and 5 presents experimental observations of spectral broadening induced by SPM
caused by amplification of short pulses in high-power amplifiers with various fibre
parameters.
In chapter 6, FWM is exploited in a special highly nonlinear fibre to generate red and blue
components when pumped by intense green picosecond pulses. This chapter also describes
the use of short pulses produced at 1060 nm to generate pulses at 1178 nm via SRS in a fibre
amplifier for subsequent frequency doubling at 589 nm. Despite a watt level output, poor
conversion efficiency was observed due to significant XPM arising between pump and signal
beams. Nonlinear effects are often seen as a limiting factor for efficient amplification of
pulsed fibre lasers as described in chapter 4 and 5. Nevertheless they can be an outstanding
tool in combination with YDF for the development of advanced fibre sources in a simple
configuration as presented in chapter 3 and 6.
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Chapter 3

High-power femtosecond sources

based on Yb-doped fibre amplification of
VECSELs

3.1 Introduction
The previously described remarkable properties of RE-doped fibres and the scientific interest
related to amplification of ultrashort pulses have motivated tremendous research effort in the
development of high-power femtosecond fibre-based sources. The main axis of research
consists in achieving either high peak intensity or high average power. Herein, I will focus
mainly on strategies to generate femtosecond pulses at high average power.
Despite all their attractive properties, high-power short pulse fibre sources suffer from the
onset of unwanted nonlinear effects which in turn limit the maximum output power and
degrade output pulse shape and duration. An initial controlled broadening of the pulse prior to
amplification in a fibre amplifier followed by subsequent recompression can be used to
alleviate these effects. This technique, called chirped pulse amplification, is typically used to
achieve the highest possible pulse energy and peak power whilst maintaining the input pulse
duration after recompression of the amplified pulses. The fibre based CPA configuration has
enabled the generation of femtosecond pulses with 1 mJ of energy [1] and also average
powers of ~100 W [2] from Yb-doped fibre amplifiers.
An alternative technique relies on the direct fibre amplification of ultrashort pulses to high
peak power and high average power. In this case, after fibre amplification the short pulses
accumulate a large amount of chirp due to self-phase modulation, which is then employed to
compress the output pulse using a grating pair. This technique is very simple and highly
suitable for generating high peak powers at high average power. Furthermore, it allows
efficient and clean pulse compression to durations that are generally much lower than those
achievable via the more complex CPA scheme. The compression efficiency depends directly
on the linearity of the generated chirp. The optimal condition is satisfied when the pulses are
short enough and of adequate energy to undergo the required balanced interplay of dispersion,
self-phase modulation, and gain in the fibre amplifier. This leads to parabolic shaped output
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pulses with a perfectly linear chirp [3]. The parabolic amplification regime has led to the
recent demonstrations of high-power femtosecond fibre lasers involving seed sources
producing sub-picosecond pulses with repetition rates at tens of MHz [4, 5, 6]. These seed
lasers typically consist of a mode-locked fibre laser [4] or solid state lasers [7].
A passively mode-locked optically-pumped VECSEL capable of generating pulses at GHz
repetition rate around 1 µm appears very suitable as a seed source for fibre amplifiers to
achieve these types of amplification regimes at high repetition rates. VECSELs produce neartransform-limited ps and sub-ps pulses in near diffraction limited beams with extinction ratios
and output powers suitable for high-gain fibre amplification to high powers. They are also
inherently wavelength selectable, robust and compact, which are additional features that make
them ideally compatible with fibre amplifiers.
In this chapter I introduce some principles for high-power amplification of ultrashort pulses in
a fibre amplifier and describe experimental demonstrations of fibre amplification of ps and
sub-ps pulses with a repetition rate in the GHz range produced by passively ML-VECSELs.
Two fibre MOPA systems seeded by two different VECSELs were designed to investigate
amplification to high average power in different nonlinear regimes, where the effects of the
nonlinearities produce vastly different results. A first MOPA seeded by relatively long 4.6 ps
pulses generated in excess of 200 W of average power with strongly chirped, 6.3 ps long,
pulses. This condition, where pulses mainly undergo the effects of SPM, led to a large
pedestal when the pulses were compressed to the femtosecond range. This was due in practice
to nonlinearities of the chirp at the edge of the pulses. However the amplification of 500 fs
long seed pulses produced by a different VECSEL resulted in the generation of parabolic
pulses at 53 W average power. These linearly chirped pulses could then be compressed to 110
fs with excellent quality. I compare and discuss these different regimes based on numerical
simulations and propose routes towards further power scaling.

3.2 Fibre amplification of ultrashort pulses
The tight beam confinement and long interaction length inherent to fibre devices constitute a
challenging problem for achieving high peak powers in fibre lasers due to the onset of optical
nonlinearities such as SRS and SPM during pulse propagation. Indeed a basic comparison of
mode sizes (~10 µm versus 1-3 mm) and propagation distance (1-10 m versus 1-10 cm) in a
fibre and bulk laser respectively shows that despite the low nonlinearities of silica, the
sensitivity to nonlinearities in a fibre amplifier is 106-107 times higher than in bulk solid-state
lasers. Therefore fibre based systems were initially considered unsuitable for ultrashort pulse
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operation. Nevertheless over the years, technical progress has led to the development of fibre
based ultrashort pulse sources with energy and power competing with conventional sources.
Some of these techniques, sometimes adopted from standard laser systems such as chirped
pulse amplification, can be employed to mitigate nonlinear effects in the rare-earth doped
fibre while other methods were designed to make use of nonlinear effects and dispersion for
the efficient generation of femtosecond pulses with high-peak power and high average power.
This section describes these two techniques with their specifications and introduces some
design considerations for high average power femtosecond fibre systems.

3.2.1

Chirped pulse amplification

Introduced in 1985 [8], the technique of CPA has created an explosion in laser peak power by
a factor of 103 to 104. The technique of CPA is based on the reduction of peak power in the
amplifying medium to avoid nonlinear effects. Therefore this technique applies very well to
fibre amplifiers where nonlinear thresholds are lower. Its principle is illustrated schematically
in Fig 3.1.
A low power pulse emitted by an oscillator is first stretched by a factor S by a dispersive
device. This introduces a linear chirp that can be compensated by conventional components
such as diffraction grating, prism or fibre Bragg grating. The stretching factor S can exceed
1000 [9] allowing a conversion of picosecond pulses into nanosecond regime with a peak
power reduced by the same factor. The stretched pulse, less susceptible to nonlinear effects, is
then amplified by one or several amplifiers up to a gain G. Finally the amplified pulse is
recompressed to restore its initial pulse duration. Recompression can be implemented by
prisms, diffraction gratings [10], fibre Bragg gratings [11] or photonic bandgap fibres [12-14].
The system stretcher+amplifer+compressor should introduce a minimum amount of
nonlinearities so that the pulse duration can be maintained leading to an increase in peak
power proportional to the total gain. However in practice, residual nonlinearities introduced
either by the amplifier or during recompression can cause spectral broadening which results in
changes in the pulse duration after compression [15]: a pulse shorter than initially is produced
if compression compensates exactly all the nonlinearities, and a longer pulse is generated if
compression is incomplete or if residual high order dispersion remains [16].
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Fig. 3.1. Principle of chirped pulse amplification showing how high peak power can be
reached while minimising nonlinear effect in the amplifier.

The use of CPA in fibre based systems has allowed amplification of sub-picosecond pulses by
up to 50dB and energies of 100 µJ have been reached [17, 18] for compressed pulses of
hundreds of femtoseconds. The peak power can even exceed the MW level [16].
The technique of CPA is very suitable for achieving high energy with compressed
femtosecond pulses. However some applications require high average power with moderate
energy per pulse and then simpler and more efficient configurations appear more attractive.
This alternative method based on nonlinear amplification of short pulses and subsequent
grating compression is presented in the next section.

3.2.2

Nonlinear pulse amplification in a normal dispersion fibre amplifier

During amplification, an ultrashort pulse sees not only the gain of the fibre amplifier but also
the effects of dispersion and nonlinearities. Therefore the evolution of an ultrashort pulse in a
fibre amplifier can be modelled using the nonlinear Schrödinger equation incorporating a gain
factor g:
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i

β ∂ 2ψ
∂ψ
g
2
= i ψ + 2 2 −γψ ψ .
∂z
2
2 ∂t

(3.1)

To simplify the analysis, the gain coefficient is considered here longitudinally and spectrally
constant (g(z)=g(ω)=g). The pulse evolution depends strongly on the dispersion regime. In an
anomalous dispersion fibre amplifier, the combination of gain and anomalous dispersion
results in a reduction of the pulse duration as it gains power with a shape converging to a
soliton which is a solution of the NLSE. However most Yb-doped fibre amplifiers are
characterised by a normal dispersion due to the inherent property of the conventional
waveguide structure. Consequently, the rest of the study will focus on amplification in fibre
amplifier with normal dispersion.

During amplification in a normal dispersion fibre, a short pulse undergoes temporal
broadening at a rate which increases with peak power. This amplification is accompanied by a
pulse shaping as the propagation distance increases. The pulse shape converges
asymptotically to a parabolic pulse and reproduces itself as it propagates. This self-similar
behaviour in a nonlinear fibre amplifier with normal dispersion was demonstrated analytically
in [19, 20]. This new type of pulse is called a similariton. An example of pulse evolution is
presented in Fig 3.2 where a Gaussian input pulse changes to a parabolic shape as it is
amplified. These pulses have very attractive characteristics including a linear chirp, that can
be well compensated by a bulk grating pair, for instance. Another interesting feature is the
fact that under appropriate conditions, all input pulse shapes and durations converge to a
parabolic pulse shape. However in conventional YDFA where fibre length does not exceed
10 m, parabolic pulses are not always generated and specific initial conditions for the pulse
must be considered. It is therefore necessary to look into the theory of the self-similar regime
of amplification.
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Fig. 3.2. Longitudinal evolution of a Gaussian pulse input pulse to a parabolic pulse shape
in a 6-m long fibre amplifier. (a) Three-dimensional representation. (b) Intensity
in1-m increment. (c) Normalised intensity in 1-m increment. (After [21])

Calculations that led to analytical expressions for the self-similar regime of amplification are
thoroughly described in [21] and I would like to review here only the main properties of the
self-similar regime of amplification.
The self-similar asymptotic pulse evolution of the field ψ p , solution of NLSE is given by:

ψ p ( z, t ) = A(z , t ) exp{iΦ ( z, T )} ,

(3.2)


t2
g 
 A(z , t ) = A0 1 − 2 exp z ,
T p (z )
3  ,


2
Φ p (z , t ) = ϕ ( z ) + C (z )t ,

(3.3)

where

at t ≤ T p ( z ) .
A(z , t ) = 0 otherwise
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(3.4)

where U in is the input pulse energy and ϕ 0 is an arbitrary constant. In this case, the quadratic
temporal evolution of the phase leads to the following constant chirp Ω c :

Ω c (t ) = −

∂Φ
g
=
t,
∂t 3β 2

t ≤ T p (z ) ,

(3.5)

A key property of self-similar propagation of pulses in a fibre amplifier is that pulses with
various pulse shapes and durations converge to a parabolic pulse shape with the same
duration and amplitude. To illustrate this asymptotic behaviour, we consider the amplification
of hyperbolic secant pulses with the same energy of U in = 1.5 nJ with different initial pulse
durations T0 between 0.5 and 16 ps in an YDFA with a mode field diameter of 16 µm, a
dispersion β 2 = 25.10-3 ps2.m-1, a gain g = 2.5 dB/m and a length of 8 m. Third order
dispersion is neglected in this analysis. Fig. 3.3 shows the evolution of the temporal width of
the pulses along the fibre amplifier. This type of plot already presented in [21, 22] shows that
each pulse tends to converge to the asymptotic self-similar solution (thick red line). In
addition it appears that shorter initial pulses converge faster to the parabolic pulse duration.
Therefore longer pulses would require longer amplification distance to reach self-similar
regime of amplification. Otherwise pulses evolve according to an SPM regime of
amplification. These observations are very useful for the design of systems where linearly
chirped parabolic pulses are required after amplification. However in practice other
considerations such as finite gain bandwidth [23], and SRS should also be taken into account
to avoid any distortion in the pulse characteristics that prevent pulses to reach the SS regime
[24, 25].
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Fig. 3.3. Evolution of the temporal width (FWHM) of pulses with initial durations of 0.5
(blue), 1 (green), 2 (green), 4 (light blue), 8 (orange) and 16 ps (violet)
converging to the self-similar regime of amplification sown as a red line. The red
zone represents a zone of convergence to a parabolic pulse shape while the blue
zone corresponds to the SPM regime of amplification.

Convergence to SS regime of amplification can be further illustrated by plotting the pulse
shapes at the output of the YDFA for various input pulse durations. Fig. 3.4(a) shows that as
the input pulse duration increases, the pulse shape also differs more from the asymptotic SS
solution. This difference is greater away from the central part of the pulse, meaning that the
chirp characteristic also differs from the linear characteristics in these parts of the pulse as
shown in Fig. 3.4(b). Furthermore, the spectral shape depends on the regime of amplification.
The spectrum generated by self-similar regime of amplification is also parabolic in shape. In
contrast, the SPM-dominated regime of amplification is characterised by a highly modulated
spectrum as shown in Fig. 3.4(c). The spectrum shows smoother features as the pulse
converges to the self-similar regime.
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Fig. 3.4. (a) Output pulse shapes, (b) chirp and (c) spectra after amplification of pulses with
various initial durations T0. Parameters used for these numerical simulations
were previously introduced ( U in = 1.5 nJ,
with a mode field diameter ~ 16 µm,

g = 2.5 dB/m in a 8 m long YDFA

β2 =

25.10-3 ps2.m-1 and a gain

g=

2.5 dB/m).

The main practical benefit of the self-similar regime of amplification resides in the generation
of pulses with a linear chirp that can easily and efficiently be compensated by a bulk grating
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compressor. The next section describes the impact of the nonlinear regimes of amplification
on the final linear compression.

3.2.3

Compression of amplified picosecond pulses

Parabolic pulses generated by direct amplification in a YDFA present ideal characteristics for
linear compression since the linear chirp can be exactly compensated by bulk gratings
commonly employed in high-power applications resulting in very clean ultrashort pulses with
very low pedestal. Pulses generated by the SPM regime of amplification are also
compressible since the central part of the pulse presents a linear chirp, however the residual
uncompensated chirp at the edge of the pulse results in less efficient compression with the
appearance of a larger pedestal in the pulse shape. Fig. 3.5 summarises the principle of
nonlinear amplification of pulses of different duration: (a) illustrates the SPM regime of
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amplification and (b) shows the self-similar regime of amplification.
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Fig. 3.5. Comparison between amplification of picosecond (a) and sub-picosecond (b)
pulses: initial pulse shape (1), pulse shape after amplification (2), chirp (3) and
pulse shape after linear compression (4).

The following sections describe experimental demonstrations of these nonlinear regimes of
amplifications with high repetition rates and high average power. Numerical simulations
based on experimental results provide additional information for further analysis. First, the
VECSEL seed source used for this experimental study is described.
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4

3.3 Passively

Mode-Locked

Vertical-External-Cavity

Surface-

Emitting Semiconductor Laser
Optically pumped passively mode-locked VECSELs are capable of producing picosecond to
subpicosecond pulses in a diffraction-limited output beam. Passive mode-locking is realised
in a simple scheme using a SESAM in the cavity making the source compact. Their
wavelength agility further enhances their suitability.

Herein, two types of passively ML-VECSELs emitting within the ytterbium gain bandwidth
were employed to seed cascaded fibre amplifiers. The aim of this experimental study is the
realization of fibre-based sources producing femtosecond pulses at average powers reaching
the hundred watts level. These VECSELs were developed by Professor Anne Tropper’s group
in the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Southampton.
The two lasers used in this study are based on the same laser cavity configuration and differ
mainly by their pulse duration and emitting wavelength. A first VECSEL (VECSEL A)
produced 4.6 ps pulses at 1055 nm and second source (VECSEL B) generated 500 fs pulse
duration at 1042 nm.

The laser cavity is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.6. It is composed of a gain structure which
also acts as a folding mirror, a SESAM and a curved output coupler with a transmission of
0.7%. The VECSEL gain structure includes 6 InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells grown above a
27.5-pair AlAs/Al0.84Ga0.16As mirror; the structure design is similar to that described in [26].
The two VECSELs are mode-locked by different SESAM structures. The 4.6 ps long pulses
were generated by mode-locking with a SESAM incorporating a single InGaAs/GaAs
quantum well grown by low temperature (300ºC) molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on top of a
AlAs/GaAs Bragg mirror [27]. Another SESAM containing a single quantum well grown at
735ºC by metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) on top of a AlAs/GaAs Bragg
mirror designed at 1040 nm resulted in the production of 500 fs pulses. The gain sample was
pumped by the focused beam of a l W fibre coupled laser diode emitting at 830 nm.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.6. (a) Schematic of a passively mode-locked VECSEL. The signal beam is shown in
red. (b) Photo of the laser cavity. The signal and pump beams are outlined in red
and green respectively. Courtesy of the VECSEL group, University of
Southampton.

The first ML-VECSEL (VECSEL A) produced 4.6 ps pulses at 910 MHz and with 8 mW of
average power. Spectrum and autocorrelation trace of this source are shown in Fig. 3.7. The
wavelength was near 1055 nm and the linewidth 0.45 nm, corresponding to a time-bandwidth
product (TBP) ∆τ∆ν ~ 0.56.
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Fig. 3.7. Characteristics of the ML-VECSEL producing sub-picosecond pulses. (a) Output
spectrum with a bandwidth of 0.45 nm. (b) Autocorrelation trace of the output
pulse with a duration of approximately 4.6 ps.

The second ML-VECSEL (VECSEL B) produces approximately 500 fs pulses at 1.1 GHz
with an average power of 25 mW. The laser emits at 1042 nm in a 2 nm linewidth meaning
that the hyperbolic secant-shaped pulses were nearly transform-limited. These laser output
characteristics are shown in Fig. 3.8. The spectrum shows a slight modulation due to the
presence of side pulses 14 ps away from the main pulse. The total power contained in these
unwanted pulses was estimated to be less than 1% meaning that their impact after
amplification will be negligible.
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Fig. 3.8. Characteristics of the ML-VECSEL producing subpicosecond pulses. (a) Output
spectrum with a bandwidth of 2 nm. (b) Autocorrelation trace of the output pulse
with a duration of approximately 500 fs.

Both ML-VECSELs produce diffraction limited beam quality and sufficient average power to
saturate an Yb-doped fibre amplifier which can then eventually seed other amplifiers for very
high power amplification as described in the following sections.
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3.4 High average power femtosecond fibre MOPA design
The VECSELs seed cascaded amplifiers to form a MOPA system as depicted in Fig. 3.9.
Since each MOPA was designed according to the seed characteristics, the system is described
here in a general manner and further details will be provided latter. The pulses produced by
the VECSELs are launched into a fiberised isolator and are then preamplified by one or two
YDFAs depending on the seed power level to an average power sufficient to saturate the final
high-power fibre amplifier stage. The preamplified beam is brought into free space,
collimated and passed through a half-wave plate for partial polarisation control and a freespace single-polarisation isolator. It is then launched into the final-stage power amplifier
through a lens chosen for adequate mode matching. The power amplifier consists of a doubleclad LMA Yb-doped fibre with a D-shaped 400 µm thick inner cladding. The fibre is pumped
through its output end by a diode stack source emitting around 975 nm. Dichroic mirrors

Pump
LD

placed at both fibre ends separate the signal from the pump beam.

Modelocked
VECSEL

YDF
λ/2

YDF

975 nm
Pump LD

1X or 2X

Unabsorbed
pump

Output

Compression

Fig. 3.9. Exprimental arrangement for high-power fibre amplification of passively M-L
VECSELs for the generation of high repetition rate picosecond - femtosecond
pulses at very high average power. LD: laser diode; λ/2: half-wave plate.

Average powers, optical spectra and intensity autocorrelation traces are measured at the
output of the high-power YDFA. A fraction of the energy is also extracted to investigate the
temporal compression characteristics with a reflection bulk grating compressor composed of a
pair of 600 lines/mm gratings employed in double-pass configuration with variable spacing.
Since a proper chirp analysis technique such as FROG was not available, output compression
with bulk grating offers valuable information to investigate the nonlinear regime of
amplification.
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3.5 Results on amplification of ultrashort pulses from VECSELs
This section presents an experimental demonstration aiming to compare amplification of high
repetition rate picosecond pulses with various durations to high average powers and their
subsequent compression to generate femtosecond pulses. Computer simulations based on
NLSE will also be carried out to analyse the experimental results.

3.5.1

Fibre amplification of 4.6 ps pulses: SPM regime of amplification

Experimental demonstration
We first investigate fibre amplification of pulses with a duration of 4.6 ps and a repetition rate
of 910 MHz produced by VECSEL A. The advantage of such relatively long pulses and high
repetition rate is that the resulting lower peak power places few constraints on the fibre
parameters to achieve short pulses after nonlinear amplification and compression even at high
average power. The pulses were amplified to 2 W of average power by cascaded 6- and 8-m
long single-mode cladding-pumped YDF preamplifiers. The signal is then launched into the
final-stage cladding-pumped YDF, fabricated at the ORC (fibre reference: F453-LF202), with
a length of 12 m, a core diameter of 25 µm and a numerical aperture NA < 0.05 providing a
large effective area as well as excellent beam quality (M2 < 1.1, see Chapter 4) when the
fundamental mode is selectively excited.
The power amplifier generated more than 255 W of average output power for 350 W of
launched pump power. The corresponding slope efficiency was 76% as shown in Fig. 3.10.
The output beam was spectrally and temporally characterised up to 200 W of average output
power. Instabilities precluded reliable measurements at higher powers.
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Fig. 3.10. Power conversion characteristics of the final-stage amplifier pumped by a highpower diode stack emitting at 975 nm and seeded by 2 W average power of preamplified pulses produced by VECSEL A.
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As the power increases the level of ASE rises and severe spectral broadening caused by SPM
is also observed with linewidth up to 9 nm as shown in Fig. 3.11. The spectral shape is typical
for the regime where SPM dominates over dispersion due to the relatively long pulses. The
slight asymmetry of the output spectrum may be attributed to asymmetric seed pulses or to
polarisation effects in the non-PM YDFA.
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Fig. 3.11. (a) Output spectra measured at various output powers (resolution 0.2 nm) and (b)
spectrum at 200 W in linear scale (resolution 0.1 nm).

As the 4.6 ps long pulses propagate in the fibre, they undergo both the effect of SPM and
linear dispersion. As a result there is a small increase in pulse duration. Fig. 3.12(a) illustrates
this by comparing the autocorrelation trace of the seed and the amplified signal. At 200 W the
fibre MOPA produces 6.3 ps pulses, assuming a Gaussian pulse shape. This corresponds to a
peak power of 38 kW, which is sufficiently low to keep stimulated Raman scattering at a low
level as confirmed by the spectrum in Fig. 3.11(a). The output spectrum with a conventional
SPM broadening ensures a reasonably linear chirp in the central part of the pulses. This
indicates that pulses can be compressed using bulk gratings for linear compression. At each
power level the grating separation was adjusted to optimize pulse compression. With a grating
separation of 11 cm, output pulses were compressed down to an autocorrelation time of 430 fs
corresponding to 280 fs duration for sech2 pulses. Fig. 3.12(b) shows the autocorrelation trace
of the compressed pulse. There is a significant pedestal due to nonlinearities in the chirp
along the pulse as expected in the SPM dominated amplification regime with non-parabolic
pulses.
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Fig. 3.12. Autocorrelation traces of (a) seed, uncompressed and (b) compressed pulses
measured at the output of the fibre MOPA system. The MOPA was seeded by
4.6 ps long pulses which were amplified to 200 W of average output power.

Numerical simulations
Pulse propagation in the final stage of amplification was numerically simulated by solving the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation using the split-step Fourier method. The experimental
parameters previously introduced for the fibre amplifier and the master oscillator are used for
the simulations. The mode field diameter of the fibre was taken to be 22 µm and typical
values for dispersion β2 = 25x10-3 ps2.m-1, third order dispersion β3 ~ 6x10-5 ps3.m-1, and
nonlinear index n2 = 3.2x10-20 m2.W-1 are used. The resulting spectrum reported in Fig. 3.13(a)
shows typical features of the SPM-dominated regime of amplification as observed in the
experimental spectrum. The simulated spectral linewidth is approximately 10 nm. The
corresponding pulse duration is 7 ps and the chirp shape confirms the SPM dominated regime
of amplification with a linear chirp in the centre of the pulse and significant nonlinear patterns
on its edges. The simulated compressed pulse has a pulse duration of about 280 fs for gratings
separated by 20 cm in single-pass which agrees well with the experiment and includes a small
pedestal which is however lower than the one obtained in the actual system. Therefore, this
experimental pedestal can be partly attributed to polarisation mode dispersion in the non-PM
YDFA.
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Fig. 3.13. Numerical simulations for the fibre amplifier at 200 W of output power (a)
output spectrum, (b) pulse shape, (c) chirp characteristics, and (d) compressed
pulse
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Discussion
Amplification of 4.6 ps pulses in the fibre MOPA leads to significant SPM induced spectral
broadening. Due to the relatively long pulse duration, the system operates in a regime where
SPM dominates and linear dispersion becomes negligible. This enables linear compression to
femtosecond pulses with a typical pedestal confirmed by numerical simulations. The use of
shorter pulses with sufficient energy would allow the generation of parabolic pulses after
amplification for the production of cleaner and shorter compressed pulses. The actual
compression efficiency was not quantified here as only a fraction of power was extracted for
the study. Grating compressors are highly sensitive to polarisation and the fibre MOPA was
not designed to operate on a single polarisation. The use of a non-PM YDFA implies that the
output polarisation state may vary as a function of power causing severe reduction in the final
compression efficiency. Consequently in the next experiment, not only shorter pulses are used
but high-power amplification will be done in a PM-YDFA.

3.5.2

Fibre amplification of 0.5 ps pulses: self-similar regime of amplification

Experimental demonstration
For fibre amplification in the SS regime, the fibre MOPA system was designed so that
parabolic pulses are generated in the final high-power amplifier. The fibre was chosen to meet
the design considerations reported in [21] and numerical simulations allowed verification of
the convergence towards parabolic pulses after amplification.
An attractive feature of ML-VECSELs is the ability of producing ultrashort pulses at
gigahertz repetition rate enabling the generation of parabolic pulses at high average power
after amplification in conventional step index fibres as long as the designs considerations for
self-similar amplification are taken into account. To demonstrate this, and to investigate the
power scalability in the parabolic pulse regime, we used VECSEL B producing 500 fs pulses
at 1.1 GHz as a master oscillator. Since VECSEL B produces higher power than VECSEL A,
only one preamplifier is included in the MOPA. This is a 2 m long cladding-pumped YDF
with 20 µm core and 128 µm cladding (Coractive HPA-Yb-20-02). The YDF was forwardpumped by a 915 nm laser diode launched through the end of the YDF via a lens. The use of
the short fibre with a large core and a relatively small inner cladding ensured minimum pulse
distortion by fibre nonlinearities and dispersion. The large core to cladding area ratio also
shifted the gain of the YDFA to shorter wavelengths, as is typical for systems with groundstate absorption of the signal [28]. Thus the YDFA was well suited to amplification at 1040
nm. After transmission through the free-space isolator shown in Fig. 3.9, the amplified pulses
with an average power of 1.3 W and a duration of about 0.7 ps were launched into the YDF of
the final-stage amplifier. This was an 8 m long double-clad PM-YDF fabricated in-house with
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a mode-field diameter of 16 µm and a birefringence of 3.5x10-4. This fibre was chosen for its
effective area, which is suitable for obtaining appropriate amounts of SPM, with sufficient
pump absorption and without significant SRS. The use of a polarisation-maintaining fibre
(operating on a single birefringence axis) eliminates any polarisation fluctuations that may
affect autocorrelation measurements. A half-wave plate was used to align the seed beam
polarisation axis to the slow axis of the PM-YDF. At 1.1 GHz repetition rate the required
energy level to reach the parabolic pulse amplification regime in this fibre dictates a wattlevel average power which is also sufficient to saturate the final-stage amplifier.
The signal was amplified up to 53 W of average power with 100 W of launched pump power
as reported in Fig. 3.14. The power evolution is slightly nonlinear due to the power
dependence of the pump wavelength, and hence of the pump absorption. At maximum output
power the pump diode emitted near 973 nm where the Yb absorption is increased. Note that
the need to keep the YDF short to overcome ground-state absorption of the 1040 nm signal
also reduced the pump absorption, to values between 57 and 79%, depending on the pump
power. This explains the relatively low amplifier efficiency. The output beam quality was
measured to be approximately 1.1 times diffraction limited.
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Fig. 3.14. Power conversion characteristics of the final-stage amplifier pumped by a highpower diode stack emitting at 973 nm and seeded by 1.3 W average power of
pre-amplified pulses produced by VECSEL B.

Output spectra measured at different average powers are shown in Fig. 3.15(a)-(b). Starting
with a seed with spectral width of 2 nm, the spectrum dramatically broadens to a bandwidth
exceeding 15 nm at maximum power. The rapidly decreasing wings of the spectra are
characteristic of parabolic amplification. As the power increases, the spectrum broadens
asymmetrically.
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Fig. 3.15. (a) Output spectra measured at different output powers (resolution 0.2 nm) and
(b) linear spectrum at maximum power (resolution 0.2 nm).

We also observed temporal broadening of the output pulses, which is typical of self-similar
parabolic amplification in normally dispersive fibres. Autocorrelation measurements of the
output pulse width at FWHM reveal an increase to between 2.2 ps and about 4.8 ps at
minimum and maximum output power respectively (see Fig. 3.16(a)). The 4.8 ps pulses were
compressed by the grating compressor down to an autocorrelation width of 170 fs for a
grating separation of about 30 mm. This corresponds to a pulse duration of 110 fs FWHM
assuming a sech2 pulse shape, assumption commonly employed in similar fibre systems [4, 7]
. The duty cycle becomes 10–4 and TBP ~ 0.47, close to the transform-limited value.
Moreover the autocorrelation trace depicted in Fig. 3.16(b) emphasizes the excellent quality
of the compressed pulses with very low pedestal, as opposed to the compression of the longer
non-parabolic pulses described in the previous section. This reveals the high linearity of the
chirp before compression, a characteristic of parabolic pulses. Moreover the use of a PM
amplifier at the final stage provided higher stability in the measurement and would also result
in increased compression efficiency.
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Fig. 3.16. (a) Autocorrelation traces of (a) seed, uncompressed and (b) compressed pulses
measured at the output of the fibre MOPA system.
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The laser system generated 48 nJ per pulse with picosecond range duration. Further power
scaling was prevented by the absence of gain below 1035 nm which resulted in significant
spectral and temporal distortions at higher powers.

Numerical simulations
The high-power fibre amplifier was also numerically simulated using the NLSE and
incorporating the experimental parameters and the fibre parameters specified earlier. In a first
analysis, the gain of the amplifier is considered independent of the emitting wavelength with a
constant value g = 1.93 dB/m. The resulting simulated spectrum presents typical features of
self-similar parabolic pulse amplification as expected with such seed pulses as shown in Fig.
3.17(a). The corresponding pulse shape and chirp are shown in Fig. 3.17(b)-(c). The typical
parabolic pulse shape is revealed and the chirp evolution is linear across the pulse width.
Linear temporal compression was also simulated and the resulting pulse shape is reported in
Fig. 3.17(d) with a duration of 102 fs. This confirms the excellent quality of compression with
very low pedestal. The TOD accounts for the asymmetric features of the pedestal. These
simulations are in good agreement with the experimental results. However they do not explain
the asymmetric spectrum obtained experimentally. Therefore in a second set of simulations,
the gain profile of the amplifier is taken into account. It was approximated by a Lorentzian
gain spectrum centered at 1060 nm with a bandwidth of about 40 nm typical for Yb-doped
fibre amplifiers. The VECSEL emitting wavelength is now located at the edge of the gain
profile leading to an asymmetric spectrum in excellent agreement with the experimental
spectrum as shown in Fig. 3.17(e). This causes a distorted pulse shape with a duration of
5.5 ps and consequently slight nonlinearities are observed in the chirp compared to the ideal
case as shown in Fig. 3.17(f)-(g). Consequently a larger pedestal is produced after
compression and the compressed pulse duration becomes 128 fs. The calculated grating
separation in a single-pass configuration is 63 mm which is in good agreement with the
experimental value of 30 mm in a double-pass scheme. The gain bandwidth limitation results
in a peak power reduction after compression from 450 kW down to 260 kW. Although the
experimental autocorrelation trace of the compressed pulse does not reveal a significant
pedestal, the resulting pulse duration matches the simulated value.
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Fig. 3.17. Simulated output characteristics assuming constant gain: (a) spectrum, (b) pulse
shape, (c) chirp, and (d) compressed pulse shape.
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These numerical simulations are in good agreement with the experimental results and explain
well the output spectral shape as well as the resulting duration of the compressed pulse. It
confirms that despite the generation of an asymmetric spectrum, it is possible to produce
relatively clean femtosecond pulses at high average power. However the mismatch of the Yb
gain profile and the seed emitting wavelength degrade significantly the compression
efficiency resulting in lower output peak power.

Discussion
Although the generation of clean femtosecond pulses with average power exceeding 50 W of
average power have been successfully demonstrated, higher average power was prevented by
the mismatch between the seed laser wavelength and the YDFA gain spectrum. This problem
can be overcome by either changing the peak gain wavelength of the YDFA or tuning the
emitting wavelength of the VECSEL to longer wavelengths such as 1060nm.
Assuming a constant Yb concentration, the gain profile of an YDFA can be shifted by
changing the fibre geometry. For instance a shorter fibre leads to a shift of gain to shorter
wavelengths. However this also leads to less efficient operation as well as more constraints on
the input pulse parameters to reach the parabolic pulse shape after amplification due to the
shorter effective length in the amplifier.
Another approach consists in changing the core to cladding ratio of the fibre amplifier.
Keeping the same inner cladding dimension, a larger core size would indeed shift the gain to
shorter wavelength but it would also reduce the nonlinear coefficient γ and the fibre length
resulting in lower nonlinear effects. On the other hand, reducing the cladding size may
dramatically reduce the pump launch efficiency or may restrict the system to the use of low
power high-brightness pump diodes limiting significantly the output average power.
Therefore designing a VECSEL emitting at wavelengths more compatible with the Yb gain
characteristics appears more suitable. A central wavelength of 1060-1070nm would enable
fibre amplification and parabolic pulse generation to powers exceeding 100 W similarly to the
results reported with VECSEL A.

3.6 Conclusion
In summary, we have investigated high-power fibre amplification of picosecond and subpicosecond pulses at gigahertz repetition rates to high average powers. The nonlinear regime
of amplification was exploited to produce strongly chirped pulses that can be linearly
compressed with bulk gratings. This type of system based on a MOPA configuration and
capable of producing high average power is much simpler than CPA-based fibre lasers and
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can generate pulses much shorter than the seed pulse duration after compression. Nevertheless
efficient pulse compression at high average power requires specific attributes from the Ybbased fibre MOPA. At high repetition rate, the relatively low pulse energy implies that the
pulse duration becomes a very important parameter to increase peak power. This chapter has
described the pulse evolution in a fibre amplifier as a function of input pulse duration. It was
demonstrated that amplified ultrashort pulses undergo pulse shaping induced by a
combination of dispersion and SPM and asymptotically converge to a parabolic pulse shape
with well defined pulse duration and a linear chirp. For longer pulses with identical energy,
longer length of amplification is required to generate a parabolic pulse shape. This was
demonstrated experimentally by realising two high-power MOPAs seeded by a two
VECSELs with different pulse durations.

A first demonstration employed 4.6 ps pulses amplified to 200 W of average power. There
was significant SPM relative to the linear dispersion effects. Thus the pulses did not reach the
parabolic regime, and there were nonlinearities in the chirp which severely degraded the pulse
compression in a subsequent grating compression. The second experiment involved fibre
amplification of shorter sub-picosecond pulses in which adequate balance of normal
dispersion and SPM generated parabolic shaped pulses with linear chirp leading to excellent
pulse compression at an average power of 53 W.
This latest experiment represents the first demonstration of high-power parabolic pulse
generation with GHz repetition rate in the 1 micron wavelength range. Clean pulse
compression was experimentally demonstrated, however numerical simulations reveal subpatterns suggesting that parabolic pulse generation was not necessarily of the best quality.
Further power scaling was limited by a mismatch in the gain spectrum of the YDFA and the
VECSEL emitting wavelength causing this degradation in the simulated compressed pulses.
The eventual design of a new VECSEL seed source with an emitting wavelength ideally
located in the Yb gain spectrum would enable the generation of femtosecond pulses of
excellent quality with average powers exceeding hundred watt level. This new type of source
would be suitable for many applications including THz generation [29].

This novel combination of VECSEL and high-power Yb-doped fibre amplifiers opens up a
new route towards the development of high brightness, high average power, gigahertz,
femtosecond pulsed sources emitting in the 1-1.1 micron wavelength range.
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Chapter 4

High average power picosecond fibre

sources

4.1 Introduction
Laser sources capable of generating picosecond pulses at high average power are very attractive
for many applications including micromachining, laser display and harmonic generation in
nonlinear media. For this reason, in recent years there has been an increasing interest in the
development of high average power ultrashort pulse sources by the use of various technologies
and configurations. Conventional solid-state mode-locked oscillators can directly produce high
average powers. Such lasers are based on passive mode-locking of a laser cavity composed of a
combination of either thin-disk gain or rod structure with a SESAM [1, 2]. Further power
scaling can also be achieved by employing a MOPA configuration. However thermal effects
arising in the bulk crystals are the main limiting factor for further increase of average power [3].
Therefore MOPA configuration based on Yb-doped fibre amplification appears to be an
alternative technology for power scaling ultrashort pulse sources. Such sources have been
demonstrated by fibre amplification of bulk mode-locked Nd:YVO4 lasers [4] and mode-locked
fibre lasers [5]. However, although the relatively low repetition rate of the order of tens of MHz
allowed the generation of high energy, the average output power was limited to tens of watts
because of the onset of nonlinear effects such as SPM and SRS despite the use of LMA fibres.
A method to mitigate nonlinear effects while achieving high power resides in increasing the
repetition rate of the master oscillator. In this section, I will describe the development of highpower fibre sources based on the amplification of a laser diode gain-switched at a repetition rate
reaching up to 1 GHz. This Chapter reports on the investigation of power scaling of such
sources and nonlinear effects associated with various fibre amplifiers aiming for the realisation
of efficient harmonic generation.
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4.2 Gain-switched laser diode at 1.06 µm
Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM) was proposed as a technique to increase the
capacity of communications systems. This technology enables bit rates up to Terabit per second,
requiring the generation of picosecond and sub-picosecond pulses in a flexible format. Gainswitching of semiconductor lasers has proved to be a very attractive method to produce
picosecond pulses for communication systems [6] due to its simplicity, versatility, low-cost and
compatibility with high-speed telecommunications components. Consequently there has been
extensive work on the development of gain-switched laser diodes emitting in the
telecommunications wavelength bands [7-9]. These types of laser diodes have also been
employed as seed sources for high-power Er:Yb doped fibre based sources to produce high
average power in the eye-safe window [10].
Consequently the recent progress in high-power fibre laser and amplifier technology and the
need for simple generation of nanosecond pulses from a fibre pigtailed device has led to the
development of high-speed laser diodes emitting in the 1 µm wavelength. These diodes can be
directly modulated and offer a simple alternative to expensive master oscillators to generate
nanosecond pulses in a flexible format. Their potential for gain-switching is also of great
interest to produce picosecond pulses in a well controlled way.

4.2.1

Gain-switching of laser diode

The gain-switching of semiconductor laser diodes [11-13] was first introduced by Ito et al. [13]
as a simple technique to generate picosecond pulses with a repetition rate dictated by the driving
electronics. Gain-switching relies on the fast modulation of the gain in the semiconductor laser.
As opposed to direct modulation of a laser diode where optical pulses generated by a laser diode
tend to follow the driving electrical pulse shape, gain-switching generates optical pulses much
shorter than the electrical pulse durations. The key attractions of gain-switching are its
simplicity and its capability to adjust the repetition rate continuously in a wide range without
modifying the laser cavity.
The principle of gain switching is based on the excitation of relaxation oscillation in the laser
diode. When driven with electrical pulses biased below threshold, the laser generates a series of
relaxation oscillation spikes. The idea is to terminate the electrical pulses before the onset of the
second optical peak so that a single pulse much shorter than the electrical pulse is produced.
Fig. 4.1 illustrates the principle of gain-switching. Initially the current pulse is biased below the
threshold current ith where the photon density remains very low. Then the rapid injection of
electrons raises the carrier density to a level above lasing threshold resulting in the rapid
increase of the photon density via stimulated emission. This results in the quick depletion of the
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electron density which stops the photon emission. If the current is maintained constant at this
point, the photon density will oscillate, generating a succession of spikes until it eventually
reaches a steady state. Once again, terminating the injection of electron after the first depletion
of the carrier density enables the generation of a single spike. Although such peaks are
extremely short (few tens of picoseconds), the reduction in pulse duration is limited by the
difficulty in sustaining a large initial inversion before optical emission.

current pulse
ith

peak inversion
lasing threshold

electron density
photon density

time
Fig. 4.1. Schematic illustrating gain-switching of a semiconductor laser.

4.2.2

Gain-switched laser diode at 1060 nm

A system based on a gain-switched laser diode emitting at 1060 nm was developed by Andy
Piper with the aim to employ it as a novel master oscillator for a fibre MOPA system [14]. The
system is presented schematically in Fig. 4.2. It is composed of an InGaAsP Fabry-Pérot
semiconductor laser mounted on a PCB circuit board that incorporates an impedance of 47 Ω.
This ensures impedance matching between the forward resistance of the laser diode of 3 Ω and
the 50 Ω of a standard radio-frequency (RF) cable.
The laser diode was gain-switched by driving it with a 1 GHz, 35.6 V peak to peak amplitude
sinusoidal electrical signal generated by a signal generator (HP 8647A) and amplified with an
RF amplifier. The signal generator provided an RF output power of 0 dBm which was split with
a 6 dB splitter to feed and saturate the RF amplifier and allow triggering of a high-speed
oscilloscope. The laser was biased below threshold by applying a DC voltage via a bias-T and a
DC block which provided isolation from low frequencies components (<10 kHz) between the
DC bias source and the RF modulation signal. It is worth noting that in this configuration the
output repetition rate does not depend on the cavity length of the laser diode and can be
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continuously adjusted with the signal generator offering increased versatility compared to other
picosecond pulsed seed sources.

At room temperature, the FP laser diode is characterized by a lasing wavelength of
approximately 1048 nm, a threshold current of 20 mA and a modulation bandwidth exceeding
1.3 GHz. The temperature of the diode is increased to shift the peak gain of the cavity
wavelength towards 1060 nm. The laser diode operates on few longitudinal modes with a mode
spacing of 0.2 nm. Single longitudinal mode locking is provided by injection seeding with a CW
narrow linewidth (<100 kHz) laser consisting of a DFB fibre laser emitting at 1059.94 nm
coupled through a 90/10 fibre coupler. The seed polarisation is adjusted with a polarisation
controller to maximize optical coupling and to optimize injection. The diode temperature was
also tuned for optimal coupling between the longitudinal modes of the FP diode and the fixed
seed wavelength. As a result, injection seeding not only ensures single longitudinal mode
operation but provides increased SMSR and reduced timing jitter. A single longitudinal mode
can also be selected internally by gain-switching a DFB laser diode making the system simpler
and more compact [15].

1 GHz
signal generator

6 dB splitter

trigger Port

pulse compressor
RF amplifier
DC
Bias

output
Bias-T
Impedance
matching

50/50

PC

PC

CFBG

DFB
Laser

90/10
Fabry-Pérot
laser diode

Fig. 4.2. Experimental set-up of the picosecond pulsed seed source based on a gain-switched
laser diode at 1060 nm.

The output pulse shape produced by the laser diode gain-switched at 1 GHz is shown in Fig.
4.3(e). CW seed power and bias current were optimized to 0.1 mW and 8.1 mA respectively to
increase the SMSR to more than 30 dB and minimize timing jitter. This resulted in the
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generation of pulses of about 60 ps FWHM duration with a linewidth of 0.16 nm and a
corresponding timing jitter of 2.2 ps. The average power produced by the pulsed diode in this
configuration was 7 mW.
The 60 ps chirped pulses are compressible through 15 km of standard single mode fibre (SMF28, multimode at 1 µm); however, this leads to significant loss (roughly 12.7 dB) for the signal
because of the high absorption of SMF-28 at 1060 nm as well as the necessity for mode-filtering
at the fibre output. The corresponding total dispersion value was 671 ps/nm. Based on this
measurement, a chirped fibre Bragg grating was designed and fabricated at the ORC for optimal
pulse compression with reduced loss. I have incorporated and characterised the CFBG based
pulse compressor to the gain-switched laser diode system. The CFBG is characterized by a peak
reflectivity of 78% at 1059.9 nm and a 3 dB bandwidth of 0.48 nm. Since fiberised circulators at
1060 nm were not available at the time of the experiment, the CFBG was used in reflection after
transmission through a 3 dB coupler causing 7 dB of overall loss. The compressed pulse
autocorrelation trace is presented in Fig. 4.3 (f). The resulting pulse duration was ~16 ps with
excellent spectral characteristics as the CFBG provided also narrowband filtering as shown in
Fig. 4.3 (a-d). The FWHM spectral width was 0.16 nm (∆τ.∆ν ~ 0.7) corresponding to a timebandwidth product ∆τ.∆ν ~ 0.68 which is nearly twice the TBP of a Fourier transform limited
Sech2 pulse. An interesting feature of the gain-switched diode is that the amount of chirp and
the consequent level of compression vary as a function of seed power.
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Fig. 4.3. Broad spectra of uncompressed (a) and compressed (b) output pulsed signal. Closer
view of the same spectra for uncompressed (c) and compressed (d) system. (e) Pulse
shape measured with a 20 GHz digital communication analyzer before compression.
(f) Autocorrelation trace of a compressed pulse with a pulse duration of 16 ps.

4.3 High average power picosecond fibre MOPA design
The gain-switched laser diode system presented earlier appears very attractive for fibre
amplification to high average power. The continuously variable repetition rate would allow fine
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control of the output pulse even at high-power after amplification. In addition the pulsed laser
wavelength suits very well most Yb-doped fibre amplifiers. Here I report experimental
demonstrations of fibre amplification of the gain-switched laser diode to average powers
exceeding 100 W with a maximum record power of 320 W. Although the repetition rate can be
electrically tuned in a wide range, this section concentrates on results obtained with 1 GHz
modulation.
Starting with the pulsed laser diode, a chain of amplifiers was built to reach high average power
with an effort to limit nonlinear degradation, and particularly self-phase modulation. The fibrebased MOPA configuration is presented in Fig. 4.4. The compressed pulses are first amplified
by a 4 m long core-pumped Yb-doped fibre preamplifier and then by a cladding-pumped YDFA
GTWave® with a fibre length of 6 m and core diameter of 10 µm, pumped by two 915 nm
diodes. The double-clad fibre is then spliced to an 8 m, 12.3 µm core (NA<0.05), double-clad
Yb-doped fibre pumped by a 975 nm diode that amplifies the signal up to 3 W of average
power. Isolators are placed between amplifier stages to prevent unwanted feedback. After
transmission through a high power free-space isolator (OFR IO-5-1064-HP) with 1.5 dB of
insertion loss, the signal is launched into the final high-power fibre amplifier stage. The
cladding-pumped fibre power amplifier is pumped in a counter-propagating scheme by a diode
stack capable of producing up to 550 W of power at 975 nm. Dichroic mirrors are placed at each
side of the doped fibre to separate signal and pump beams. This pumping configuration allows
maximum efficiency while reducing nonlinear effects in the doped fibre.

Fig. 4.4. Experimental arrangement for the high average power fibre MOPA system. Average
powers measured at various stages are reported in blue.
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Various Yb-doped fibres were incorporated in the high-power amplification stage leading to
different output characteristics. These fibre characteristics were all designed to offer high launch
efficiency from the pump beam with a large inner cladding and sufficient absorption for
efficient operation with a large highly doped core.

4.3.1

Output characteristics before high-power amplification

The purpose of the amplification stages before the high-power final stage amplifier is to
increase the signal power to a level sufficient to saturate the final amplifier stage. However, it is
important to do this while minimizing any nonlinear distortion and reducing noise such as
spontaneous emission arising from successive amplification.
Fig. 4.5. shows the evolution of the signal spectrum through cascaded amplification, as the
signal is amplified. While the core-pumped amplifier is well designed for amplification at
1060 nm, amplification in the second amplifier based on GTWave® technology has a peak gain
near 1080 nm due to a relatively long length and small core to cladding ratio which causes a rise
of ASE at this wavelength. As expected, ASE is accumulated through successive amplification.
However spectral and temporal measurements reveal insignificant distortions up to 3 W
preamplification thanks to the use of a LMA Yb-doped fibre.

Gain-switched laser diode
After CFBG
After core-pumped YDFA
After GTWave YDFA
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Fig. 4.5. Normalised spectra at various stages of amplification. All spectra acquired with a
resolution = 0.2 nm except spectrum after GTWave YDFA with resolution =
0.5 nm.
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4.3.2

Picosecond fibre laser with diffraction limited output beam

The choice of Yb-doped fibre dictates the output characteristics. A large effective area is
required to mitigate nonlinear effects and a low numerical aperture is also important to reduce
the number of modes amplified in the fibre. The interest of this section is in the generation of
high average power with picosecond pulses in a diffraction limited output beam. The active
fibre selected for this experiment has already been described in chapter 3 and used for
amplification of pulses produced by a VECSEL. It is a D-shaped double-clad 360/400 µm
cladding with an Yb-doped core of 25 µm in diameter and with an NA < 0.05 (fibre reference:
F453-LF202). With a normalised frequency V of ~3, single-mode operation of the amplifier is
achieved by exciting properly the fundamental mode of the doped fibre with adequate signal
launch lens configuration; coiling was not used for mode filtering. The fibre length was 8 m and
the total pump absorption was about 4.5 dB. This relatively low absorption is due to a low Yb
concentration required to reduce the NA of the fibre.
In this experiment the gain-switched laser diode produced 18 ps pulses. The laser output
characteristics are shown in Fig. 4.6. A maximum average output power of 125 W was achieved
with slope efficiency of 79% with respect to absorbed pump power at the final amplifier stage
(Fig. 4.6(a)). The nonlinear evolution of the output power with respect to launched pump power
observed in Fig. 4.6(b) was caused by the pump wavelength drift towards the peak absorption of
the ytterbium at 976 nm. The relatively short fibre amplifier became more efficient as pump
power increased with a maximum conversion efficiency of 57%.
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Fig. 4.6. Output power characteristics for the high-power fibre amplifier incorporating a large
core fibre amplifier with respect to (a) absorbed pump power, and (b) launched
pump power

The output beam quality factor or M2 was measured with a scanning slit profiler beamscan
from Photon Inc. and calculated to be approximately 1.1 as reported in Fig. 4.7. This
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excellent output beam quality confirms the adequate single-mode excitation into the highpower fibre amplifier without the need for coiling.
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Fig. 4.7. Beam quality measurement at the laser output showing quasi-diffraction limited
output beam with M2 ~ 1.1.

The output spectra measured at 13 W and 125 W average power are shown in Fig. 4.8. They
reveal clean amplification with a signal to ASE extinction ratio exceeding 22 dB. The ASE rises
preferentially at shorter wavelengths near 1040 nm due to the short absorption length of the
fibre amplifier. As expected, stimulated Raman scattering was not observed.
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Fig. 4.8. Output spectra measured at 13 and 125 W (resolution = 0.5 nm).

Autocorrelation traces measured at various levels of amplification and reported in Fig. 4.9(a)
show very little pulse distortion after propagation through the cascaded fibre amplifiers and
after high-power amplification. However, spectral broadening is observed as power increases
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due to self-phase modulation as presented in Fig. 4.9(b). The final spectral linewidth reached
about 0.4 nm at maximum power.
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Fig. 4.9. (a) Autocorrelation traces measured at various power levels. (b) Linear spectra at
various power depicting SPM-induced spectral broadening (resolution = 0.05 nm).

SPM-induced spectral broadening was modelled by solving numerically the NLSE (Eq. 3.1)
incorporating a fibre with an effective area of 380 µm2, a nonlinear index coefficient

n 2 ≈ 3.2 × 10 −20 m2/W and assuming seed pulses with Fourier transform sech2 pulse shape
undergoing amplification under constant gain. The calculated linewidth evolution as a function
of average output power shows a good agreement with the measured spectral width as shown in
Fig. 4.10. Few discrepancies can be observed at low and high output powers. At low power, the
assumption of an unchirped seed pulse significantly underestimates the spectral bandwidth,
while at high-power, fluctuations in polarisation may reduce the value of the nonlinear
coefficient. Since autocorrelation measurements are polarisation dependent, this point was
confirmed where unstable autocorrelation traces were observed as pump power was increased.
This may also partially explain the difference between the measured and calculated spectral
shape plotted in inset in Fig. 4.10.
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Fig. 4.10. Spectral linewidth evolution as a function of output power.

A novel picosecond fibre laser based on amplification of a gain-switched laser diode was
realized to produce 125 W at 1 GHz with 18 ps pulse duration. The developed fibre MOPA
system offers a diffraction limited output beam quality provided by a low NA Yb-doped and
proper single-mode excitation of the final fibre amplification stage. The output linewidth
reaches 0.5 nm for 7 kW of peak power. Further increase of average power was limited by the
relatively low launched and absorbed pump power and would have resulted in increased spectral
broadening.

Therefore the following section explores further power scaling of the laser system by employing
a high-power Yb-doped fibre amplifier with larger cladding and core diameters for increased
launched pump power and absorbed pump power respectively. The larger core also ensures
reduced nonlinear spectral broadening.

4.3.3

Power scaling of the picosecond fibre MOPA with a large core Yb-doped fibre

Many applications such as nonlinear frequency conversion require high average power and high
peak power while maintaining reasonably narrow linewidth, for instance below 1 nm. The
spectral broadening of an initially unchirped pulse approximated by a Gaussian pulse shape is
given by Eq 2.36 and when power evolution is taken into account [16] becomes:
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max
∂ω NL
(z ) = e −1 2 2

γP0 Leff
T0

,

(4.1)

where Leff is the effective length defined by:

Leff =

exp(− gL) − 1
,
g

(4.2)

with g corresponding to the fibre amplifier gain, and L the fibre length. Therefore a strategy to
minimize spectral broadening while increasing peak power consists in scaling up the Yb-doped
core size. Here I have chosen to employ a fibre already designed and made at the ORC to
achieve 1 kilowatt from a continuous-wave fibre laser [17]. This fibre (F349-LF134) had been
originally designed with a larger D-shaped inner cladding to maximize pump launch efficiency
with diode stack laser diodes. Hence a larger core was required to increase pump absorption and
maintain the fibre length sufficiently short to reduce loss and minimise stimulated Raman
scattering. Here the large core provides another advantage: it reduces nonlinear distortion such
as self-phase modulation. The fibre had an Yb-doped core of 43 µm in diameter with a
numerical aperture of 0.09. The D-shaped inner cladding had a 650/600 µm diameter for the
longer/shorter axis and was coated with a low index polymer coating providing a nominal NA
of 0.48. The pump absorption rate in the inner cladding was ~3 dB/m at the pump wavelength.
The fibre length used in the final stage of amplification was 8 m.
The power amplifier was seeded with 2 W and the gain-switched laser diode generated pulses
with 20 ps duration. When pumped with 430 W of power at 975 nm the fibre produced about
320 W of average power with a corresponding slope efficiency of 78% with respect to launched
pump power (79% w. r. t. absorbed pump power) as shown in Fig. 4.11. As opposed to the
MOPA presented in Sec. 4.3.2, the characteristics with respect to launched pump power is quasi
linear since the laser diode stack temperature was kept constant. Furthermore with higher
absorption, changes in absorption have smaller effect.
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Fig. 4.11. Output power characteristics for the high-power fibre amplifier with a large core
fibre amplifier with respect to (a) absorbed pump power, and (b) launched pump
power

Despite providing many benefits, the large core is also characterised by a high V-parameter of
11.4 making single-mode operation extremely challenging. In laser configuration, where no
mode selection technique was applied, the fibre offered a beam quality factor M2~3.4 [17]. An
improved performance can be expected from the fibre amplifier seeded by the fundamental
mode. Despite the best efforts to enhance the beam quality of the system, the beam quality
factor was measured to be 1.6 at average powers below 40 W and increased to 2.4 at higher
powers as shown in Fig. 4.12. This result means that higher order modes are still propagating in
the fibre amplifier.
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Fig. 4.12. Beam quality measurement at the output of the large core high-power fibre
amplifier.
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The optical spectra at low power and maximum power measured over a broad wavelength range
are shown in Fig. 4.13. At 321 W of average output power the 1060 nm signal peak was 20 dB
above the peak of the background ASE. Although the level of ASE increased significantly at the
maximum power, it was estimated from the spectrum that the signal power represented 82% of
the total average output power leading to an estimated peak power of 13 kW. Mid-stage spectral
filtering would significantly improve the spectral quality. The stimulated Raman scattering
threshold was estimated to be 76 kW peak power and, as expected, SRS was not observed even
at the maximum power.
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Fig. 4.13. Output spectra at 17.5 W and 321 W output powers (resolution = 0.5 nm).

Autocorrelation traces measured at various power levels up to 221 W reveal no degradation in
either the 20 ps pulse duration or the pulse shape as illustrated in Fig. 4.14(a). While the degree
of polarisation was not carefully monitored, measurement of autocorrelation relying on waveplate alignment indicated variations of the state of polarisation at different output powers due to
thermally induced birefringence fluctuations, making the measurement difficult. Therefore at
power levels higher than 221 W, pulse shapes were only monitored with a 20 GHz
communication analyser with a polarisation insensitive detector. However, we could not see any
significant degradation of the pulse shape even at the maximum level of amplification (although
the resolution of this observation was limited to the bandwidth of the detector).
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Fig. 4.14. (a) Autocorrelation traces at 17.5 W and 221 W output powers. (b) Pulse shapes
measured with a 20 GHz DCA up to maximum output power.

A detailed view of the spectra and their evolution as a function of output power are presented in
Fig 4.15(b). As a result of self-phase modulation, the 0.12 nm linewidth of the seed source,
preserved at the input of the power amplifier, was broadened to 0.49 nm at 321 W of average
power. This is still a relatively low value thanks to the large core area of the ytterbium-doped

Normalized intensity

fibre and is fully compatible with frequency doubling, for example.
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Fig. 4.15. Output spectra versus output power showing the spectral broadening evolution from
∆λ =0.12 nm of the laser diode seed to 0.5 nm at maximum output power.

Although the fibre amplifier supports several modes, calculations based on NLSE are still in
good agreement with the measurements as illustrated in Fig. 4.16.
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Fig. 4.16. Spectral linewidth evolution as a function of output power. The estimated laser
linewidth was based on calculation of FWHM linewidths after numerical
simulations.

4.4 Conclusion
This chapter described various experimental demonstrations illustrating strategies to power
scale picosecond fibre lasers. These sources are suitable for frequency doubling as long as SPM
is maintained below a critical level. Although a fibre amplifier with a large core mitigates this
effect, the resulting beam quality can be degraded which may affect the application such as
efficiency and stability of harmonic generation. In addition many applications are polarisation
dependent and the fibre MOPA developed here were not designed for optimized polarisation
control. This aspect will be considered in chapter 5.
Furthermore the electrically controlled master oscillator offers a continuously tunable repetition
rate which enables the generation of various output peak powers at a fixed average power
allowing some control on nonlinear effects. This benefit will be discussed in the following
Chapter.
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Chapter 5

Efficient frequency-doubling of a

picosecond fibre source

5.1 Introduction
The development of high average power sources producing ultrashort pulses in the visible
spectrum has widespread applications including laser projection display and micromachining.
Second-harmonic generation via single-pass external frequency doubling through a nonlinear
crystal is the most convenient and efficient method to shift the optical power to shorter
wavelengths. While this technique has been employed for many years in commercial bulk solidsate lasers, the development of frequency doubled fibre sources is still in its early stages due to
limitations inherent to optical fibres. Indeed high peak power is usually necessary to achieve
efficient frequency conversion through a conventional nonlinear crystal. Nevertheless this same
peak power can degrade the performance of the fibre systems due to nonlinear effects.
Despite these limitations and due to advances in fibre technology, 60 W of average power has
been demonstrated in the green based on the frequency doubling of an Yb-based fibre source
pulsed at 10 MHz with 5 ns pulse duration [1]. In this nanosecond regime, the onset of SRS in
the fibre amplifier constitutes the main limitation. In addition to SRS, fibre amplification of
shorter picosecond pulses is also affected by SPM which, as will be presented in this chapter,
represents a major challenge for achieving efficient frequency-doubling of an ultrafast fibre
based-source.
Chapter 4 has already described the development of a high-power picosecond fibre sources with
high brightness and reduced SPM-induced spectral broadening. The experimental study
presented in this chapter will be based on an improved design of this fibre MOPA source. In this
chapter I will first introduce key design requirements to efficiently frequency double a
picosecond fibre source. Then I will apply these considerations to the demonstration of highpower SHG at 530 nm.
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5.2 Second-harmonic generation
Second-harmonic generation, also called frequency-doubling, is a very convenient and efficient
technique to extend the laser radiation to shorter wavelengths and in particular to the visible part
of the optical spectrum. A principal challenge of this technique is to convert most optical power
of the fundamental frequency to its second harmonic utilizing a nonlinear crystal.

The second harmonic can be generated by various optical schemes designed to maximize
frequency conversion of beams with different pulsed or cw characteristics. They include
intracavity [2, 3], external resonant [4] and single-pass external frequency doubling. Here the
analysis focuses on single-pass external nonlinear frequency doubling where a pulsed
fundamental beam is focused into the nonlinear crystal and generates the second harmonic along
the crystal length.

5.2.1

Phase matching

Second-harmonic generation is a nonlinear optical process which converts a laser beam into a
new laser beam with twice the optical frequency of the input beam. This phenomenon is
enhanced, when the phase velocity of the fundamental beam matches the phase velocity of the
second harmonic beam: this is called phase matching. The adequate crystal used for high-power
SHG is based on type I phase matching (later described) and in the following study, I will
assume only this type of phase-matching.

Nonlinear frequency conversion increases with the crystal length only when phase velocities are
adequately matched. Otherwise conversion efficiency will change periodically as a function of
the crystal length over a distance known as the coherence length.

A second order nonlinear process involves the interaction of three optical waves with
frequencies ω1 , ω 2 , and ω3 so that ω3 = ω1 + ω 2 . Second-harmonic generation is a special
case where two frequencies are identical: ω1 = ω 2 . Phase matching means that the wavevectors
must satisfy the condition ∆k = k 3 − k1 − k 2 = 0 or ∆k = k 2ω − 2kω = 0 in the case of SHG. This
also implies matching of refractive indices n2ω = nω . This phase matching condition can not
be met in dispersive isotropic media where the refractive index depends directly on the optical
frequency. Anisotropic crystals characterised by different axis having different refractive
indices and dispersion coefficients enable phase matching under specific conditions. This is the
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technique employed in this section. An alternative approach is quasi-phase matching, where the
nonlinear refractive index is artificially modulated along the medium to periodically compensate
for the phase error between the fundamental and second harmonic beam.

Consider the case of phase matching with anisotropic materials. In uniaxial crystals, two
refractive indices can be differentiated depending on the beam polarisation. An ordinary wave
with a polarisation direction perpendicular to the optical axis sees a refractive index no , while
an extraordinary beam polarised in the plane of the Poynting vector (i.e. the ray direction) and
the optic axis experiences a refractive index ne which is dependent upon the angle between its
polarisation and the optic axis.

Second harmonic can be generated according to two types denoted I and II. In type I SHG two
photons having an ordinary polarisation will combine to produce one photon with extraordinary
polarisation and twice the frequency. In type II SHG, one photon with ordinary polarisation and
one photon with extraordinary polarisation will combine to produce one photon with
extraordinary polarisation and twice the frequency.

5.2.2

Efficiency of SHG with focused Gaussian beams

It is important to be able to predict the SHG efficiency. The theory of second-harmonic
generation with focused Gaussian beams has been developed by G. D. Boyd and D. A.
Kleinman [5]. The authors have derived an equation to express the conversion efficiency as a
function of key experimental parameters which, under undepleted pump approximation is given
by:

η nd =

P2ω
= KPω lkω h(σ , B, ξ ) .
Pω

(5.1)

Here,

K=

2ω 2 d eff2

ε 0 nω2 n2ω c 3π

,

(5.2)

and Pω and P2ω are the peak powers of the pump and the frequency doubled beams and the
function h(σ , B, ξ ) known as the Boyd-Kleinman factor accounts for the focusing in the crystal
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and has been derived in [5]. The approximation (5.3) has an error of less than 1% when B <50
and is given by [6]:

h( B) ≈

where B = ρ

B + 0.568
,
1.421B + 0.791B + 0.537
2

(5.3)

π ⋅ l ⋅ nω
is the non-dimensional walk-off parameter with ρ being the walk-off
2λ

angle. In fact, the Boyd-Kleinman factor h is not too sensitive to the crystal length implying a
better tolerance in the estimate of conversion efficiency.
In the weak pump depletion approximation, the conversion efficiency can be expressed by [7]:

η=

η nd
,
1 + η nd

(5.4)

where η is now the efficiency including pump depletion. In practice, if the system operates in
the pump depletion regime, calculation of conversion efficiency based on (5.1) under the nondepleted pump beam approximation leads to unrealistic values exceeding 100%. In contrast, Eq.
(5.4) gives a conversion efficiency between 0 and 100%. For very small values of η nd , η tends
to η nd , meaning that SHG can be considered to be in the non-depletion region where η = η nd .

5.3 Frequency doubling with a picosecond fibre source
Efficient second-harmonic generation in preferred nonlinear crystals such as LBO requires
several kilowatts of peak power, preferably in a diffraction-limited, linearly polarized, beam. At
these peak powers, fibre nonlinear effects such as self-phase modulation and stimulated Raman
scattering may affect the laser output characteristics (e.g. linewidth) and subsequently the
second-harmonic generation efficiency. Thus, a challenge is to design a fibre system that can
reach the peak powers required for efficient SHG while maintaining nonlinear degradation in
the fibre below critical levels imposed by the crystal. In this section, I will review some of the
requirements and parameters to be considered for efficient nonlinear frequency conversion.
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5.3.1

Choice of crystal

The first recent demonstrations of high-power SHG in the green with a fibre laser employed
nonlinear crystals such as Potassium titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO4; KTP) or PPKTP because
their high nonlinear coefficients implied that low peak power was required to achieve high
conversion efficiency. The maximum green power reported with a fibre laser frequency doubled
with PPKTP was 6 W [8]. However this demonstration revealed an efficiency roll off attributed
to local heating effects at high average powers. Furthermore there are numerous reports of
creation of colour centers or gray-tracks in KTP [9-12].
Therefore, an LBO crystal was chosen for the experimental demonstration of high-power SHG.
The optimal crystal used in the experiment was anti-reflection coated on both faces and type-I
non-critically phase-matched (NCPM, θ = 90º, φ = 0º) at 154ºC to match the 1060 nm
fundamental wavelength and I will assume this type of crystal in the following sections. The
choice of such a crystal was governed by its unique highly versatile nonlinear optical properties
such as small walk-off angle, moderate temperature sensitivity and high damage threshold. The
demonstration of 60 W average power in the green from a frequency-doubled nanosecond fibre
MOPA source presented in reference [1] has already proved LBO’s suitability for high-power
frequency doubling. However the relatively low peak power in ref. [1] dictated the need to use a
sophisticated configuration with two cascaded 25-mm long crystals in order to reach high SHG
efficiency. In contrast, the design of picosecond green laser relies only on a simple single-pass
external frequency doubling with a single crystal with a more practical length.

5.3.2

Peak power requirement

As described in Sec. 5.2, under the assumption of phase-matching, SHG efficiency is
proportional to peak power and interaction length. A long LBO crystal may a priori appear as
the best choice to increase conversion efficiency; however a longer crystal implies a narrower
spectral acceptance bandwidth. In a first approach and for simplicity, an analysis of SHG
conversion efficiency will be considered by neglecting bandwidth considerations.
SNLO, a public domain software developed at Sandia National Laboratory [13] is employed to
calculate the single-pass conversion efficiency for various incident peak powers and crystal
lengths. The software models propagation of the fundamental beam and its second harmonic in
a single-pass taking into account parameters such as beam profiles, pump depletion, walk-off
and more.
Fig. 5.1 shows conversion efficiency calculated for various crystals operating in confocal
configuration where the crystal length is chosen to match the Rayleigh range of the focused
beam. These results provide a range of suitable parameters in order to achieve a satisfactory
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level of conversion efficiency. For instance, with a 15-mm long LBO crystal, at least 12 kW of
peak power at 1060 nm is required to achieve a conversion efficiency in the green exceeding
50%.
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Fig. 5.1. Single-pass external frequency doubling conversion efficiency versus peak power
and crystal length.

5.3.3

Stimulated Raman scattering

Stimulated Raman scattering constitutes one of the limitations for power scaling picosecond
fibre laser systems. Optimal frequency conversion is achieved when the signal peak power is
high enough for efficient conversion in the green while still below a critical value where SRS
becomes significant. The evolution of signal and SRS peak power was calculated as a function
of the amplifier gain or the targeted signal peak power. This was done assuming amplification
in an Yb doped fibre amplifier with a mode field diameter of 16 µm and a fibre length of 8 m
and considering both Raman and Yb gain at the Stokes wavelength as described by the
following coupled differential equations:

PP
dPR
= g R R S − α R PR + g RYb PR
dz
Aeff

ν
dPS
PP
= − S g R R S − α S PS + g SYb PS
dz
Aeff
νR

,

(5.5)

where PR is the Raman Stokes peak power and PS is the signal peak power. α R and α S
correspond to the loss coefficient at the Stokes and signal wavelengths respectively, while g SYb
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and g RYb represent the gain produced by the ytterbium ions at the signal and Raman wavelength
respectively. These equations are solved numerically using the initial conditions PR (0 )
provided in [14] and given by:
PR (0 ) = hν R Beff ,

(5.6)

where

Beff = ∆ν

π
P
4 0 Leff g R
Aeff

,

(5.7)

is the effective bandwidth of a Lorentzian gain profile with a FWHM bandwidth ∆ν typically
equal to 10 THz and the peak gain coefficient of SRS is g R ~ 10-13 m/W. P0 is the signal peak
power at the input and Leff represents the effective propagation distance given by Eq. (4.2).
The results presented in Fig. 5.2 show an increase of SRS power above 20 kW, meaning that the
signal peak power must be maintained below 20 kW to avoid any degradation in SHG
conversion efficiency.
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Fig. 5.2. Calculated peak power for signal and stimulated Raman scattering as a function of targeted signal peak
power.

5.3.4

Spectral broadening and crystal acceptance bandwidth

SPM-induced spectral broadening
High peak power is conventionally preferred to maximize frequency doubling efficiency.
However picosecond pulsed fibre lasers suffer from SPM which broadens the laser linewidth as
the peak power increases. Spectral broadening was calculated by solving numerically the NLSE
and assuming constant gain in an Yb-doped fibre amplifier with a mode-field diameter of
16 µm, a length of 8 m seeded with Fourier transform-limited 80 ps pulses with 1.3 W average
power at 120 MHz. These longer 80 ps pulses compared to the 20 ps long pulses reported in
Chapter 4 are preferred to reduce the laser linewidth before and after fibre amplification. They
can be obtained by changing the driving current of the gain-switched laser diode and after
compression through the CFBG. The calculated spectrum after amplification up to 175 W
average power corresponding to 18 kW peak power reveals a final spectral linewidth of
approximately 0.6 nm as shown in Fig 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3. Calculated spectrum for a 80 ps fibre MOPA producing 18kW peak power.

Crystal acceptance bandwidth
A peak power of 18 kW is a priori sufficient to achieve 50% conversion efficiency in the green
in combination with a LBO crystal of more than 10 mm in length. Fig. 5.1 shows that increasing
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crystal length would improve conversion efficiency. However this reduces the spectral
acceptance bandwidth of the crystal. The spectral acceptance bandwidth was calculated by
considering phase matching incorporating Sellmeier equations for the refractive indices of the
LBO crystal, type I NCPM, with temperature dependence and based on the following
expression:
 ∆k (T , λ )L 
.
2



η (T , λ ) ∝ sinc 2 

(5.8)

The spectral acceptance bandwidth is estimated to be approximately 1nm·cm and the calculated
bandwidth for a 15 mm long LBO crystal is shown in Fig. 5.4 with an acceptance bandwidth at
FWHM of 0.7 nm. Therefore an LBO crystal with a length of 15 mm should be able to
accommodate 0.6 nm linewidth and appears suitable for efficient SHG with the previously
modelled 18 kW, 80 ps fibre laser.
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Fig. 5.4. Calculated spectral acceptance bandwidth of a 15 mm long LBO crystal

Taking into account fibre and crystal parameters such as spectral broadening, SRS and crystal
acceptance bandwidth, the operating regime for efficient SHG can be summarized in Fig. 5.5.
This figure confirms that with the choice of a 15mm long LBO crystal, the main limitation is the
onset of SRS in the fibre amplifier with these fibre and pulse parameters. The laser linewidth
after amplification up to 20 kW is still maintained below the crystal acceptance bandwidth. The
crystal acceptance bandwidth is defined at full-width half-maximum meaning that for the laser
linewidth should in fact be slightly narrower than the calculated crystal bandwidth to ensure
optimal frequency conversion which explains the offset between crystal bandwidth and laser
linewidth at the SRS limit in Fig. 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5. Calculated SPM induced linewidth broadening versus peak power.

One would like the output to be scalable to high average powers, and also the system to be
versatile and maintain a high efficiency across a wide range of operating regimes, e.g., with
different pulse durations and repetition rates. New pulsed high-power sources based on diodeseeded Yb-doped fibre MOPAs are far superior to conventional sources from these perspectives.
Importantly, their repetition rate is continuously variable over a wide range, which allows the
average power to be scaled to high powers, or reduced to low powers, while maintaining a fixed
peak power that maximizes the SHG efficiency

5.4 Experiments on high-power frequency doubling with a picosecond
fibre source
Design requirements for efficient frequency-doubling of an ultrafast fibre source have been
described in sections 5.2 and 5.3. This section presents an experimental demonstration of highpower SHG achieved with a fibre MOPA designed according to these requirements.

The green laser configuration is based on the external frequency doubling of a picosecond Ybdoped fibre source. Fig. 5.7 shows the experimental set-up composed of a picosecond fibre
MOPA system similar to the one described in Chapter 4 followed by single-pass secondharmonic generation through a nonlinear crystal (LBO). These two main components will be
described in detail in the next sections.
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5.4.1

High-power picosecond fibre laser at 1060 nm for efficient frequency doubling

The analysis in Sec. 5.3 showed that the fibre MOPAs described in chapter 4 should be
optimised in the following respects: excellent beam quality, high polarisation extinction ratio,
peak and average power exceeding 10 kW and 100 W respectively in an output linewidth lower
than 1 nm. Therefore both seed source and MOPA were modified to satisfy these requirements.
These changes are presented in this section.

The seed source was modified to operate within a wide range of repetition rate by driving it with
a pulse generator with a bandwidth of 3 GHz (Agilent 8133A) and is presented in Fig. 5.6. A
pulse pattern was preferred to a sinusoidal pattern to minimize continuous wave background
between pulses even at low repetition rates.
A broadband RF amplifier (LA 32-04-03) was used with this pulse generator. It provided lower
driving current to the laser diode than in the system reported in chapter 4 which results in longer
pulses with a different chirp characteristic. The diode can produce 140 ps pulses with more than
30 dB cw background to pulsed signal ratio based on integrated average power.
Since the average power produced by the diode is proportional to the duty cycle, at low
repetition rate pulses were amplified with a core-pumped YDFA before reaching the CFBG. A
newly developed circulator operating at 1064 nm was also employed instead of a 3 dB coupler
used in chapter 4 to reduce the loss of the compressor to 5 dB. As a result the seed source
produced pulses of 80 ps duration with an average power of more than 0.6 mW within 32 MHz1 GHz range.
The pulse shape is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.6. The pulsed diode linewidth was measured to
be 0.07 nm with an optical spectrum analyzer with a resolution of 0.01 nm. This corresponds to
a time-bandwidth product (∆ν∆t) of about 1.5 after the first preamplifier and compressor.
Varying only the repetition rate, the pulse duration remained constant for repetition rates
ranging from 32 MHz to 1 GHz. In this configuration pulse compression was not as efficient as
previously demonstrated; however the CFBG provided additional filtering of both ASE and
longitudinal modes of the laser diode.
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Fig. 5.6. Schematic set-up of the modified seed laser providing wide range of repletion rate. Inset: output pulse shape.

The high-power frequency doubled fibre MOPA laser system is depicted in Fig. 5.7. The signal
from the diode was successively amplified to 10 mW by the first Yb-doped fibre amplifier and
then to 250 mW in a second, single-mode, cladding-pumped, fibre amplifier.
In low repetition rate operation the seed generates low average powers resulting in a rise of ASE
along the amplifier chain. Therefore the ASE accumulated in the amplifiers was filtered out by a
circulator and a fibre Bragg grating of 2 nm bandwidth centered at 1060 nm.
The insertion loss at the signal wavelength was 6 dB. The filtered signal was then amplified in
the same final preamplifier as the one described in chapter 4. The output beam was collimated
and passed through a high-power single-polarisation free-space isolator (OFR IO-5-1064-HP).
A half-wave plate positioned before the isolator allowed for partial polarisation control and was
adjusted for maximum transmission through the isolator. An average power of 1.3 W in a
linearly polarized signal was launched via a second half-wave plate and a lens into the finalstage power amplifier. This comprised an Yb-doped PM double-clad LMA fibre with a 19 µm
diameter core with an NA of 0.08 embedded in a 400 µm diameter, 0.48 NA, D-shaped inner
cladding. The polarisation angle of the input beam was adjusted with the second waveplate to
coincide with the slow birefringence axis of the fibre, to maximize the polarisation extinction
ratio at the output of the power amplifier. Although the large core increases nonlinear
thresholds, it can also lead to multimode output due to the relatively large V-number of 4.5.
Therefore careful mode matching between the final preamplifier and the power amplifier was
necessary to achieve single mode excitation and thus good output beam quality.
The power amplifier was pumped by a diode stack source emitting at 975 nm launched through
the signal output end of the fibre. The fibre was 8 m long and absorbed 87% of the launched
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pump power. The pump and signal beam paths were separated by highly selective dichroic
mirrors at both ends of the LMA fibre.

Fig. 5.7. Schematic set-up of the high-power green laser.

The fibre MOPA system produced in excess of 175 W of total average output power with a
maximum launched pump power of 267 W and with the seed providing 80 ps pulses at a
repetition rate of 120 MHz, corresponding to a slope efficiency of 68% for the high-power
amplifier as shown in Fig. 5.8. The onset of SRS precluded higher peak powers although at
higher repetition rates it was possible to reach higher average powers with increased pump
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Fig. 5.8. Output power vs. last-stage pump power for the fibre MOPA source at 1060 nm
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The polarisation extinction ratio, measured at various output powers, was in excess of 93% and
the beam quality factor (M2) was measured to be better than 1.1 as reported in Fig. 5.9.
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Fig. 5.9. Output power vs. last-stage pump power for the fibre MOPA source at 1060 nm

The output spectrum at the maximum power (~ 175 W) shows negligible SRS power around
1110 nm (see Fig. 5.10(a)). Furthermore the signal level was maintained 30 dB above the ASE
level at 0.2 nm optical resolution (Fig. 5.10(a)). Spectral broadening induced by SPM resulted
in a laser linewidth of 0.5 nm (full width at half maximum) as shown in Fig. 5.10(b) which is in
agreement with the predicted linewidth. The signal was estimated to contain more than 96% of
the total average power within a 1 nm bandwidth.
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Fig. 5.10. (a) Optical spectrum of the output of the MOPA at maximum power (resolution = 0.2 nm). (b) Closer
view of the output spectrum showing a laser linewidth of approximately 0.5 nm (resolution = 0.05 nm)
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Fig. 5.11. Calculated Signal and SRS average power versus repetition rate for a constant output average power and
pulse duration of 175 W and 80 ps respectively.

In typical operating regimes, the green conversion efficiency is expected to increase with the
peak power of the fundamental beam. The peak power can be directly adjusted by changing the
repetition rate of the seed laser. The maximum peak power achievable by our fibre MOPA
source is dictated by the onset of SRS.
The Raman threshold (or critical power) is normally defined as the point at which the Stokes
output peak power equals the signal output peak power [15]. However in practice the tolerance
to SRS is much lower than this value. We adopt a more conservative working definition of the
SRS threshold and define it as the power at which the Raman-scattered power represents only
1% of the output power. At this point the power losses as well as the spectral and temporal
distortions caused by SRS are still insignificant. The Raman threshold of the high-power
amplifier was calculated numerically to be 18.6 kW. Assuming constant average power and
pulse duration of 170 W and 80 ps respectively and by plotting signal and Raman average
power as a function of repetition rate, it was possible to determine the minimum repetition rate
to employ before the onset of SRS as shown in Fig. 5.11. This was confirmed experimentally
by changing the repetition rate between 80 and 130 MHz at a constant average power of 175 W
while monitoring the output spectra. Following this experiment, the repetition rate was fixed at
120 MHz corresponding to a peak power of 17.7 kW at maximum output power.

5.4.2

Frequency-doubling and experimental results

The output beam from the fibre MOPA was launched through a lens arrangement into a 15 mmlong temperature-controlled LBO crystal for frequency-doubling. A half-wave plate was used to
adjust the polarisation angle of the fundamental beam incident on the crystal.
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There is scope for increasing the SHG conversion efficiency by employing a longer LBO crystal
albeit at the cost of a reduced spectral acceptance bandwidth. The collimated fundamental beam
was focused into the crystal to a beam waist (radius) of 40 µm using a single antireflectioncoated lens. The maximum peak intensity of 350 MW/cm2 was below the crystal damage
threshold of 1 GW/cm2 specified by the manufacturer. A dichroic mirror at the output of the
crystal separated the green and fundamental beams.
The green power was measured and the power conversion characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.12.
A maximum power of 80 W at 530 nm was achieved for a fundamental power of 175 W
corresponding to an SHG efficiency of 46%. The repetition rate was varied and the 120 MHz
was confirmed to result in the maximum power in the green. At the higher fundamental average
powers achievable with increased repetition rate we observed green power instabilities despite a
stable average power of the fundamental beam. This may be attributed to thermally induced
fluctuations in either the fibre MOPA, or the LBO crystal. Fig. 5.12 also shows that at fixed
repetition rate, the conversion efficiency gradually increases to 48% at 55 W green power, but
decreases at higher power despite the stable polarisation extinction ratio and fundamental
average power in this power range. This could be attributed to slight misalignment of the fibre
amplifier output or to output beam quality degradation at high pump powers.
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Fig. 5.12. Green power and conversion efficiency versus fundamental power achieved with
pulses of 80 ps in duration at an optimised repetition rate of 120 MHz.

The output spectrum at maximum power presented in Fig. 5.13 shows clean frequency doubling
with a resulting linewidth of 0.3 nm.
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Fig. 5.13. Spectrum of the frequency-doubled fibre source measured at maximum output
power of 80 W (resolution = 0.1 nm).

The output beam of the green laser was nearly diffraction limited with a measured beam quality
factor M2 of 1.15.
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Fig. 5.14. Beam quality quality measurement obtained at the output of the green picosecond
fibre laser. The beam quality factor M2 ~ 1.15 corresponds to a nearly diffractionlimited beam.

5.5 Future direction: spectral compression in a high-power fibre
amplifier
The previous sections have shown that ultrashort pulse fibre lasers can be suitable for efficient
SHG at high average power. However SPM induced spectral broadening appears to be a key
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limiting factor to reach higher peak power of the green laser. Nevertheless, under appropriate
conditions for the seed pulse, SPM can result in significant reduction of the spectral linewidth.
This is achieved by inducing a negative chirp to the input pulse to be amplified so that SPM
induced in the fibre amplifier compensates this chirp resulting in the best case in the generation
of a transform limited pulses with reduced spectral bandwidth [16]. Here I would like to review
briefly the benefits and limitations of this method for efficient frequency conversion in a
nonlinear crystal.

For this analysis, I use numerical simulations based on NLSE incorporating parameters reported
in [17]. The seed source emits 310 fs sech2 pulses at 1030 nm with a repetition rate of 47 MHz
and an average power of 1.5 W. A grating pair produces a negative chirp that stretches the
pulses to 10 ps. An Yb-doped fibre amplifier with a mode field diameter of 35 µm and a length
of 1.5 m is used for high-power amplification and spectral compression. The experiment shows
that amplification up to 97 W leads to a spectral compression from 3.7 nm to 0.5 nm. The
numerical simulations validate this measurement as shown in Fig. 5.15. However simulations
also show the appearance of a significant pedestal. Integrations on the spectral intensity reveal
that up to 30% of power can be included in the pedestal. C. Finot et al. have proposed in [18]
that spectral compression of parabolic pulses can significantly enhance the quality of spectral
compression. Therefore the same numerical simulations were realised assuming pulses with a
parabolic intensity profile and the results are presented in Fig. 5.15. The nonlinear spectral
compression of parabolic pulses is of very high quality with very little pedestal compared to
sech2 pulses. The logarithmic representation of the spectra reveals an increase in extinction of
the pedestal from 10 dB for sech2 pulses up to 20 dB for parabolic pulses. The amount of power
contained in the pedestal is estimated to be approximately 2 % of the total power.
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Fig. 5.15. Simulated optical spectra after SPM induced spectral compression of negatively
chirped sech2 and parabolic pulses. (a) Linear spectra; (b) Logarithmic spectra.
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There have been few reports on frequency doubling after spectral compression of sech2 pulses
[17, 19] but there is no clear evidence of the benefit of spectral compression for efficient
frequency doubling. Although spectral compression of parabolic pulses looks very promising,
there has not been any experimental demonstrations of such a method. This is most likely due to
the lack of availability of parabolic pulse sources. Nevertheless it is possible to generate
parabolic pulses through self-similar regime of amplification as described in chapter 3. However
this requires the design of a more complicated MOPA configuration where sech2 seed pulses for
instance, are first amplified in a fibre amplifier designed to shape the pulse to a parabolic
profile, then a negative linear chirp is induced by gratings or a photonic bandgap fibre [19] and
finally these pulses are injected in the final fibre amplifier for spectral compression. In this case
the quality of the final spectral compression depends mainly on the quality of the generated
parabolic pulses. Despite the limitations, the work presented in the previous sections appears
more practical than the technique involving spectral compression due to the simplicity of the
experimental arrangement and also thanks to the larger tolerance on the design parameters.

5.6 Conclusion
Chapter 5 has described design considerations to achieve efficient frequency doubling of a
picosecond fibre laser. This resulted in the demonstration of a laser emitting at 530 nm with an
output average power of 80 W which represents the highest power achieved with a frequency
doubled fibre laser. This confirms that a properly designed chain of fibre amplifiers combined
with an adequate master oscillator provides an alternative technology for efficient harmonic
generations.
The high-brightness of the fibre-based source is key in achieving good output beam quality after
nonlinear frequency conversion. Furthermore this novel type of high-power green laser based on
a highly versatile picosecond fibre laser is also of great interest for the generation of third
harmonic and fourth harmonic to produce high average power in the UV region of the spectrum.
The prospect of spectral compression for efficient frequency conversion has also been
considered. However, despite the elegance of this technique, it has not shown so far any
significant advantage with respect to the generation of high average power in the green. The
high repetition rate and low energy regime is nevertheless a distinct advantage for power scaling
frequency doubled fibre sources.
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Chapter 6

Visible sources based on nonlinear

frequency conversion in optical fibres

6.1 Introduction
In recent years the outstanding properties of fibre based devices has been exploited by
incorporating various rare-earth dopants such as Nd, Yb, Er, Tm in optical fibres to develop
sources emitting in the 910-1060 nm, 980/1030-1120 nm, 1530-1600 nm and 1860-2100 nm
wavelength ranges respectively [1]. However the development of high-power fibre-based
sources in wavelengths outside these spectral bands is quite challenging. Chapter 5 has
presented efficient frequency doubling of a fibre source to generate high-power in the green.
Nevertheless this technique restricts the operating wavelengths to specific harmonics.
Exploiting nonlinear effects in optical fibres is an attractive alternative to produce fibre sources
with various wavelengths. For instance the transfer of energy from an YDFL to longer
wavelength via SRS in optical fibres has enabled the development of high-power sources
emitting between 1.1 and 1.5 µm for various applications including pumping of EDFA at
1480 nm.
However all these sources are restricted to the near infrared spectral range and operation of a
fibre source in the visible region constitutes another challenge. An interesting approach is
upconversion lasing which relies on near infrared pumping of a RE doped fibre made of an
adequate host material. For instance upconversion from thulium and praseodymium ions have
been used to produce high power laser radiation in the blue [2] and from 491nm to 635nm [3]
respectively. Another technique is based on the pumping of rare-earth doped fibres with lasers
operating at shorter wavelength. Lasing could be obtained at various visible wavelengths by
pumping a Pr-doped fibre laser in the blue using an argon ion laser [4] or more recently a
semiconductor laser source [5]. Although these techniques are of great technical interest, power
scaling is limited either by photodarkening in the fibre or by availability of pump power in the
visible.

Therefore in practice external frequency conversion of a fibre based source using nonlinear
crystals remains a very attractive method to reach high-power in the visible. High-power
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sources emitting in the green and at the edge of the visible spectrum at 780 nm have been
demonstrated by frequency doubling Yb [6, 7] and Er/Yb [8] doped fibre lasers, respectively.
These novel sources can then pump nonlinear fibres to produce a supercontinuum or to generate
specific wavelengths in the visible spectrum through phase-matching occurring in the
waveguide. For instance, the first part of this chapter reports on the generation of blue and red
components in secondary cores of holey fibres when pumped by green pulses generated by the
frequency-doubled pulsed fibre source described in chapter 5. These observations were
attributed to phase matching by birefringence within the sub-micrometer sized cores induced by
non-symmetric deformation during the fibre drawing.

This method allows wavelength conversion at both short and long sides of the pump
wavelength. However some applications require high-power generation in a single wavelength.
Therefore another technique to produce visible wavelengths outside the harmonics of a rareearth doped fibre laser is to frequency double a Raman shifted fibre source. This allows
conversion to wavelengths above 515nm. For instance the generation of yellow between 580
and 600 nm is very useful for medical applications such as dermatology and ophthalmology. In
addition the development of a fibre-based source emitting at 589 nm has attracted much interest
in recent year for Guide star application. The second part of the chapter describes the
experimental demonstration of a fibre laser emitting at 589 nm based on the SHG of a
picosecond Raman fibre laser emitting at 1178 nm.

6.2 RGB generation in secondary cores of a holey fibre
Due to their wide range of design parameters, photonic crystal fibres are now a well established
technology to provide flexible dispersion profiles and exploit specific nonlinear effects. In
recent years, supercontinuum generation in such fibres has attracted much interest particularly
for its potential to produce white light sources [9-12] for many applications. White light
generation from a fibre can be implemented in a simple scheme and its main attraction resides in
the remarkable brightness achieved spectrally as well as spatially compared to traditional white
light sources [13].
A visible supercontinuum can be produced in a holey fibre from pulsed high-brightness bulk or
fibre lasers emitting in the near infrared. Although this technique is very simple as it only
involves a pump laser and a nonlinear fibre with adequate dispersion properties, it is relatively
inefficient since generation of visible wavelengths is also accompanied by the transfer of a
significant fraction of the pump power to longer wavelengths in the infrared. An alternative
method consists of employing a visible pump beam centrally located in the visible spectrum to
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generate a supercontinuum restricted to the visible wavelengths. This technique requires a zero
dispersion wavelength near the pump wavelength which can be achieved with tapered fibres
[14, 15] or with phase matching through the excitation of a higher order fibre modes [16].
Some applications such as laser projection displays benefit from higher spectral density at
specific wavelengths in the visible. An alternative to supercontinuum generation is therefore to
distribute the pump intensity between discrete wavelengths so that the resulting spectral
brightness is greatly enhanced. The generation of red, green and blue radiation from a single
near infrared source combined with multiple frequency conversion steps has been demonstrated
at high-power [17]. Despite its potential for power scaling, this technique involves a large
number of components with complex optical arrangements. A simpler approach is to exploit the
large nonlinearities of holey fibres and, in particular, phase-matched four-wave mixing to
produce specific, narrow wavelength bands.
In this section, the generation of white light in a short length of holey fibre pumped by a green
beam from a frequency doubled pulsed fibre laser is reported. Sub-micrometer-scale structures
in the cladding of a photonic bandgap fibre are employed as highly nonlinear waveguides. The
resulting output beam contains discrete red, green and blue spectral lines, with equal frequency
spacing between the green pump and the red and blue sidebands characteristic of phase-matched
FWM processes. Birefringence due to asymmetry in the nanofibres is identified to be the cause
of this phase-matching. I next present experimental investigations on various fibres and detailed
model simulations to interpret these observations. I have carried out the experiments and the
numerical simulations were realised by Francesco Poletti and Peter Horak.

6.2.1

Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up is presented in Fig. 6.1. The green pump laser configuration was
described in chapter 5. It is based on a fibre MOPA seeded by a gain-switched laser diode
producing 80 ps pulses at repetition rates ranging from 32 MHz up to 1 GHz. The lowest
frequency of 32 MHz is adopted to achieve maximum peak power with lowest average power.
The green output beam is passed through a half wave plate operating at 530 nm to control the
polarisation and after collimation is launched into a nonlinear holey fibre as described below.
Although the green laser was designed for higher power operation, in this experiment the output
average power was restricted to 2 W corresponding to a peak power of 780 W to avoid
damaging the holey fibres. The green beam was focused into the holey fibre by an aspheric lens
providing high numerical aperture.
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Fig. 6.1. Experimental arrangement for the generation of RGB in cobweb holey fiber. λ
 /2:
half-wave plate at respective wavelengths.

6.2.2

Fibre design

The fibres considered in this study are PBGFs originally designed to achieve guidance in the
hollow core in the following wavelength bands: 1070, 1210, 1550, 1800 and 2000 nm (fibres A,
B, C, D, and E, respectively). The fibres were drawn from two different preforms: fibres A and
B from one, fibres C-E from the other preform. The geometry is similar in all cases and the
fibres differ essentially by their overall dimensions. For the work reported here, the fibres are
not exploited for their air guiding properties but for the index guiding properties of the holey
silica structure surrounding the hollow core. The fibre cladding is shown in Fig. 6.2 and is
formed by a periodic arrangement of air holes on a triangular lattice. Each hole can be
accurately represented as a hexagon with rounded corners [18] and the entire structure is
completely determined by three parameters: the hole-to-hole spacing Λ, the hole diameter d, and
the radius of the circles used to round the corners rc. Our fibres exhibit a relative hole size d/Λ ~
0.935 and a rc/d = 0.25, while the pitch Λ scales from 2.5 to 4.7 µm. In this study we are
interested in the light-guiding properties of the secondary cores in the cladding (indicated by the
green circle in Fig. 6.2) whose dimensions, measured by the radius of an inscribed circle, vary
between ~200 and ~400 nm. This corresponds to a nonlinear parameter γ between 394 and 200
W-1km-1 for green light.

d
Λ
rc

Fig. 6.2. Typical SEM images of fibres used for RGB generation.
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6.2.3

Experimental results

The second-harmonic beam at 530 nm was launched into the cladding of the different PBGFs
using an objective lens. Specific care was taken to ensure coupling into a single secondary core
of the holey fibre structure. After propagation through 1 m in the holey fibres, the output pulse
was measured and the spectrum analyzed. The output power typically reached in excess of
300 mW from the 2 W of pump power.
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Fig. 6.3. Normalised output spectra obtained from fibres A-E, and corresponding dispersion
profiles calculated for a single secondary core as shown in Fig. 6.2.

Typical optical spectra measured directly at the output of the different fibres are presented in
Fig. 6.3. Distinct spectral sidebands appearing around the pump wavelength in the blue and red
parts of the visible spectrum are observed. The separation between the generated frequencies
and the pump frequency satisfies energy conservation, i.e., 2ω green − ω red − ω blue = 0 , which
clearly points to a FWM process as the generating mechanism. The output spectra not only vary
between different fibre types, but there are also significant differences from core to core within
the same fibre. For instance, fibre C could generate blue and red components separated from
100 nm to 300 nm depending on the launch conditions and the choice of excited core. Slight
qualitative changes in the spectra of fibre E can be observed, in particular a broadening of the
red sidebands. In order to better understand these features, Fig. 6.3 shows the dispersion of light
propagating in single secondary cores of fibres A-E, calculated for the idealized fibre structure
as outlined in Sec. 6.2.4. For all fibres the green pump is in the normal dispersion regime.
However, for fibre E there exists a region of anomalous dispersion, which explains the
broadening of the red sideband for this fibre.
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Fig. 6.4 depicts the diffracted radiation emitted by the cobweb structure of fibre D. The output
mode at the respective wavelengths was imaged using red, green and blue colour filters. It
shows that light at all wavelengths is located in a single sub-micron core.

Fig. 6.4. Left: Diffracted picture of the RGB components generated by fibre D. Right: The
fibre output observed in the green showing the location of the single excited core.

A cut-back measurement with fibre C revealed that the RGB generation takes place within the
first 30 cm of the holey fibre. In fact, compared to the full length of 1 m, a slight improvement
in the FWM conversion efficiency at 30 cm is observed, which is attributed to significant losses
in the blue due to surface scattering for the longer fibre. At maximum conversion, the blue and
red sidebands where less than 10 dB below the residual green pump. In this configuration, a
total of 360 mW average output power was reached with 47, 292 and 21 mW of blue, green, and
red average power, respectively.
Finally, a strong polarisation dependence of the FWM process was observed. The conversion
efficiency to the sidebands was found to depend on the alignment of the input polarisation. In
general, only one specific input polarisation resulted in RGB generation. In addition, the output
polarisation of each spectral component was analyzed, which showed that the red and blue
components were polarized orthogonally to the green pump beam.

6.2.4

Modelling and interpretation

In order to interpret the experimental results and to understand the details of the underlying
FWM process, it is important to identify the modes involved and to investigate the phasematching conditions which determine the exact wavelengths of the red and blue sidebands. To
this end, we performed numerical simulations of the fibre cross-section using a fully vectorial
mode solver based on hybrid edge-nodal FEM [19]. A portion of the periodic cladding of our
fibres, comprising either one or two silica rods with air holes was modelled with anisotropic
perfectly matched layers (PMLs) boundary conditions. Propagation constants for the
fundamental modes and for all higher order modes were evaluated at different wavelengths and
the most relevant phase-matching curves were calculated. We studied four different scenarios,
each of which could in principle explain our observations. We will briefly illustrate in the
following, where coupling occurs (a) between FM and HOMs within the same rod; (b) between
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even and odd supermodes in a system of two adjacent rods; (c) between two modes centered in
different rods with small geometrical variations, and finally (d) between the two orthogonal
FMs within a single birefringent rod.
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Fig. 6.5. Idealised structure used in the simulations: single rod (a) and double rod (b). In this
example Λ = 3.66 µm, d/Λ = 0.935, rc/d = 0.25. (c) High magnification SEM image
of fibre C, and (d) detail of the simulated profile.

Because of the apparently large symmetry of the structures under investigation, we initially
focused our attention on the idealized, perfectly symmetric, single-rod structure shown in Fig.
6.5(a). The structural parameters were chosen to match the average features of the PBGF airguiding at 1550 nm (fibre C: Λ = 3.66 µm, d/Λ = 0.935, rc/d = 0.25). Since such an ideal
structure possesses a C3v symmetry, its FMs are doubly degenerate [20], and phase-matching is
only possible between a fundamental and a higher order mode. The propagation constant
mismatch between a FM and any HOM however was too large to generate phase matching
between the experimentally observed wavelength bands, and therefore this process cannot be
responsible for the observed RGB generation.
The possible interactions between multiple cores was then studied, focusing on the elementary
cell consisting of two separate cores, as shown in Fig. 6.5(b). Such a structure possesses
inversion symmetry with respect to the AA’ axis. Therefore, if the overlap between the modes
guided in the two separate cores is not negligible, the structure supports either even or odd
“supermodes”. The simulations revealed that the splitting in propagation constant between even
and odd “fundamental” supermodes was too small to explain the observed phase-matched
peaks. On the other hand, good agreement of the sideband wavelengths between measurements
and theory could be achieved by a number of specific even and odd higher order supermode
pairs. However, simple coupled mode theory considerations suggest that in this case light
initially coupled into a single HOM would repeatedly couple into adjacent cores during the
propagation and would eventually exit the fibre guided by multiple cores. This contradicts our
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experimental observations shown in Fig. 6.4, according to which light at the fibre output was
always confined to a single core.
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Fig. 6.6. Simulation results for the structure in Fig. 6.5 (d): Effective indices of the first 12
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Fig. 6.7. Phase matching curves for the modes of Fig. 6.6: the pump is in mode M1, while
signal and idler are in the orthogonally polarised mode M2.

Next, we investigated the effects of the small structural deviations of a real fibre. A pair of rods
were isolated from a highly magnified SEM image of the cladding (Fig. 6.5(c)) and through
image thresholding and splining we obtained the contour shown in Fig. 6.5(d), which was then
meshed and used in the FEM simulations. The effective indices of the first 12 modes of such a
structure and the mode fields and polarisations of the two pairs of orthogonal FMs centered in
each core are shown in Fig. 6.6. The simulations showed that as a result of minor structural
deformations the difference in propagation constant between two modes centered on different
rods would produce phase-matched wavelengths approximately in the observed spectral
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positions. However, the overlap between modes propagating in different cores is very small,
with ~10% of the intensity propagating outside the central core at 700 nm and much less than
this in the green and blue, see Fig. 6.6 (right). The nonlinear conversion efficiency by FWM
would therefore be extremely small and in particular would be well below the efficiency of
Raman conversion within the central cores, in contrast to the spectra shown in Fig. 6.3.
On the other hand, the simulations show that each core exhibits a significant phase modal
birefringence B, as large as 2.5x10-4 at 530 nm, where B = |neff1 – neff2|, and neff1 and neff2 are
the effective indices of the two orthogonal FMs. Phase matching can thus occur for orthogonal
pump and sideband polarisation, in line with the experimentally observed polarisation
dependence of RGB generation. The corresponding phase matching curves are shown in Fig.
6.7. The phase-matched wavelengths agree well with the observed sidebands of Fig. 6.3.
Repeating the procedure for other rods in the same and in other fibres confirmed a value of
modal birefringence in the green between 10-4 and 2x10-3, with corresponding phase matching
curves able to justify the variety of output spectra observed in practice. Moreover, since all
contributing modes are propagating within a single secondary core, their spatial overlap is close
to 100% and we can expect efficient wavelength conversion. Because of the orthogonal
polarisations of the pump and the sidebands required for birefringent phase matching in the
normal dispersion regime, the nonlinear gain coefficient is reduced to 1/3 compared to the case
of parallel polarisations. The peak gain for FWM processes is thus slightly below, but of the
same order of magnitude as the peak Raman gain [21]. This also agrees well with the observed
spectra where a Raman shifted peak of the pump is clearly visible and its maximum is
comparable to or larger than the FWM sidebands. We thus interpret the mechanism leading to
RGB generation in our fibre as a phase-matched FWM process between the polarisation modes
of highly birefringent fibre cores. Note that this process has also been termed “polarisation
modulation instability” in the literature and has been observed in holey fibres [22, 23], but no
such large splitting and high conversion efficiency has been reported in the visible regime
before.
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Fig. 6.8. Simulated birefringence at 530 nm when a deformation (linear scaling) is applied
along the x and y directions to a single rod with structural parameters corresponding
to 3 of the fibres under examination.
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In order to investigate the unexpectedly large value of birefringence obtained from simulations
on the realistic fibre structure, the ideal single rod was deliberately deformed, Fig. 6.5, and the
resulting birefringence was calculated. The results of linear deformation along the x and y axes
for fibres A, C and E are presented in Fig. 6.8. As expected, the smallest structure (fibre A)
exhibits the largest sensitivity to asymmetric structural variations. However, even for larger
structures a scaling factor between 10 and 20% is sufficient to generate B ~ 5x10-4, which
according to our model produces well spaced sidebands at ~450 and ~600 nm. Note that this
analysis is based on longitudinally uniform fibres. For real structures, subject to more random
microscopic deformations, an even smaller amount of cladding deformation is probably
sufficient to produce the same results. Overall, the required asymmetry of 10-20% seems
compatible with the structure of our fibres, see e.g. Fig. 6.5(c), which especially in the first few
rings outside the core suffer from small but significant deformations due to expansion of the air
core during the fibre drawing process.

FWM can be a very efficient process with, in principle, up to 100% conversion of the pump
power into the sidebands. In practice however, several processes can limit the efficiency:
i.

Because of the large spectral separation of the sidebands and the large group
velocity dispersion in the visible regime, pulses experience considerable walk-off.
For example, two pulses at 460 nm and 625 nm, respectively, will be spatially
separated by ~14 mm after 1 m of propagation. The length of 80 ps pulses, on the
other hand, is ~16 mm. Therefore, efficient nonlinear conversion can only take
place over about 114 cm of fibre and the pump power must be high enough to
achieve sufficient FWM gain over this length.

ii.

Our fibres exhibit relatively large wavelength-dependent losses, in particular fibres
A and B with the smallest structures exhibit large losses in the blue. Consequently,
we observed slightly larger energy conversion after 30 cm of fibre than after 1 m, as
discussed before.

iii.

Stimulated Raman scattering forms a competing process to FWM. As already
mentioned, for orthogonally polarized pump and sidebands the peak Raman gain
and the peak parametric gain are of comparable size. A Raman shifted pump peak
will itself create red and blue sidebands albeit at shifted wavelengths according to
the modified phase matching condition. However, because of the broader spectral
range and thus lower spectral density of the Raman peak compared to the initial
pump, the conversion efficiency will be reduced.

iv.

Finally, fluctuations of the structural dimensions along the fibre lead to dephasing
of pump and sidebands, which limit the maximum energy conversion.
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A combination of all these effects is thought to have limited the maximum conversion
efficiency in our experiments. Nevertheless, we observed up to ~20% of the output power in the
red and blue regions, see Sec. 6.2.3. Improving the coupling of the 530 nm pump light into a
single secondary core of the cobweb fibre would increase the pump peak power, which would
allow for RGB generation in shorter fibre lengths and thus reduce the effects of spatial walk-off,
propagation losses, and dephasing due to structural fluctuations. An optimized laser white light
source with approximately equal powers in the red, green, and blue spectral regions seems
feasible in this case.

6.3 Picosecond fibre-based laser emitting at 589 nm
In recent years the development of a fibre-based laser guide star system emitting at 589 nm has
attracted a lot of interest. Laser guide star systems are based on the emission from sodium in a
mesospheric layer and have proved most useful for adaptive corrections of turbulence in the
atmosphere [24]. This restricts the laser wavelength to 589 nm. Requirements on the laser
source go beyond the wavelength itself. A high-power is needed, typically 10 W or more, and
the linewidth must be smaller than the absorption line of 3 GHz.
Conventional guide star systems typically involve high-power bulk solid-state lasers emitting in
the near infrared, wavelength conversion schemes such as sum-frequency generation are then
employed since high-power lasers emitting directly at 589 nm are at present complex, inefficient
and unreliable. The main advantages of fibre lasers are compactness, robustness, and high
efficiency. In addition their excellent beam quality and power scalability combined with good
thermal management makes them compatible with high-power nonlinear frequency conversion
[6, 7] as demonstrated in Chapter 5.
Several fibre-based laser guide star systems have been demonstrated in CW regime mainly
based on two methods. A first technique relies on nonlinear down-conversion in an optical fibre
to 1178 nm of a pump beam produced by a high-power ytterbium doped fibre laser through
stimulated Raman scattering followed by second-harmonic generation in a nonlinear crystal. To
date, this configuration enabled the generation of 10 mW using two Stokes shifts [25] and up to
3 W with a single Stokes shift [26]. However spectral broadening inherent to nonlinear
frequency conversion in fibre severely degrades the laser linewidth to unacceptable values for
the application. The second type of system is based on sum-frequency generation in a nonlinear
crystal from two beams emitting at 920 nm and 1530 nm generating by an Nd doped fibre laser
and an Er/Yb codoped fibre laser respectively. Since the gain medium relies on rare-earth doped
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fibre and not on fibre nonlinearities, this technique appears very promising and demonstration
of such sources with powers exceeding 0.5 W have been reported in [27].
Here I present the realisation and characterisation of a high-power pulsed fibre laser producing
picosecond pulses at 589 nm based on simultaneous amplification of a pulsed pump beam at
1060 nm and a CW signal beam at 1178 nm in a single ytterbium doped fibre amplifier. Since
several hundred watts of power can be generated in fibre amplifiers with picosecond pulses
[28], this alternative approach appears attractive for the generation of very high average powers
in this spectral range.

6.3.1

Design of the fibre source at 589 nm

The experimental set-up is shown is Fig. 6.9. The main components of the laser source are a
CW seed laser, a pulsed pump laser, an Yb doped fibre amplifier that acts also as a Raman fibre
amplifier, and a frequency doubler. The seed source for the system is composed of a cascaded
Raman fibre laser emitting at 1178 nm pumped by a YDFL emitting at 1070nm. The pump laser
is based on a pulsed fibre MOPA source producing picosecond pulses at 1060 nm. Both 1060
and 1178 nm beams are combined using a 980/1060 nm WDM coupler and free-space launched
through an isolator designed for 1060 nm into a 23 m long Yb doped fibre. This fibre, pumped
by a laser diode stack emitting at 975 nm constitutes the final stage of amplification of the Yb
based fibre MOPA which simultaneously amplifies the 1060 nm pulsed beams with the 1178
nm Raman signal. The resulting high-power pulsed Raman signal is then launched into a type-I
non-critically phase-matched LBO crystal for frequency doubling at 589 nm. Highly selective
dichroic mirrors (DM) are employed at the input and output of the crystal to filter out unwanted
pump beams.
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Fig. 6.9. Experimental set-up of the 1 W pulsed fibre based source at 589 nm. HR: high
reflection, HT: high transmission, OC: output coupler, DM: dichroic mirror.

6.3.2

Continuous-wave Raman fibre laser at 1178 nm

A cascaded Raman fibre laser (CRFL) was designed and built to constitute the continuous-wave
seed source for the fibre based system. In a CRFL, the first Stokes is generated in a fibre
producing sufficient Raman gain when pumped by a high-power beam. This radiation is then
maintained in a cavity via highly reflective mirrors or FBGs to pump a second Stokes wave,
itself generated in a second cavity including an output coupler in the form of a lower reflectivity
FBG at the Stokes wavelength. This structure can be repeated via several cavities at various
Raman Stokes until the suitable wavelength is reached. Here the CRFL is based on two Stokes
waves to produce 1178 nm radiation. The Raman oscillator was composed of a 2 km long
dispersion shifted fibre single-mode at 1.5 µm spliced to two pairs of FBGs with reflectivity
peaking at 1119 nm and 1178 nm, and bandwidth of 2 and 0.1 nm respectively. The CRFL was
pumped in a counter-propagating scheme by a cladding pumped YDFL producing 3.8 W of
output power resulting in the generation of 690 mW of total output power of Raman signal. The
first Raman Stokes at 1119 nm was not totally depleted in the oscillator as depicted in the
spectrum in Fig. 6.10(a). The power produced in the 1119 nm-first and 1178 nm-second Stokes
was estimated to be 156 and 534 mW respectively. Although FBGs were designed with a
narrow bandwidth, lasing is observed outside the grating and the signal linewidth broadens
severely to 0.6 nm (resolution = 0.05 nm) as shown in Fig. 6.10(b). The combination of long
fibre length and four-wave mixing between longitudinal modes in the Raman resonator are
responsible for this spectral broadening. A narrow linewidth Raman fibre laser can be realized
by employing shorter fibre length with higher Raman gain in the Raman cavity [26].
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Fig. 6.10. Output spectra of the seed cascaded Raman fibre laser. (a) Spectrum of first and
second Raman Stokes signals at 0.69 W total output power (0.5 nm resolution). (b)
Spectrum of 1179 nm output at 534 mW output power, linewidth (FWHM) ~
0.6 nm (0.05 nm resolution).

6.3.3

Pulsed ytterbium doped fibre MOPA system at 1060 nm

As a pump source for the pulsed Raman fibre amplifier, a pulsed YDF MOPA system was
utilized. The master oscillator was based on a Fabry-Perot laser diode gain-switched at 32 MHz
to produce pulses with 140 ps duration (FWHM) as presented in Fig. 6.11(a). These pulses, with
0.2 mW average power, were then successively amplified by a core-pumped YDFA and a
cladding-pumped YDFA separated by isolators to avoid any back reflections, raising the
average power to 250 mW. The pulsed signal was finally free-space launched into a final stage
high-power amplifier composed of a 23 m long YDF with a core diameter of 8 µm and a Dshaped inner cladding of 400 µm and pumped by a diode stack emitting at 975 nm. This final
stage was capable of producing 45 W average power as shown in Fig. 6.11(b). At this power
level, two spontaneous Raman Stokes are obtained.
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Fig. 6.11. Pulsed fibre MOPA characteristics. (a) Pulse shape from the pulsed laser diode,
pulse width (FWHM) ~ 140 ps. (b) Output power characteristics at output of the
23 m Yb-doped fibre.

6.3.4

Pulsed source emitting at 1178 nm

About 120 mW of Raman signal is launched into the high-power final stage YDFA and
amplified to 45 W average output power including the remaining pump power. Fig. 6.12(a)
shows the evolution of the output spectrum as a function of average power and indicates that
although an on-off gain of about 20 dB was reached at 1178 nm, it resulted in a dramatic
spectral broadening. In pulse-pumped Raman amplifiers involving short pulses, self-phase
modulation and particularly cross-phase modulation induced by simultaneous fibre
amplification and propagation of 1060nm, 1119 nm and 1178 nm beams are identified to be the
main causes of linewidth degradation. While these detrimental effects can be slightly reduced by
adapting adequately the beam polarisation, they remain significant and are in competition with
the other nonlinear effect, including the desired stimulated Raman scattering. As expected in
pulsed pumping configuration, at maximum output power, a large amount of power remains in
the 1060 nm and 1119 nm pump beams as depicted in the optical spectrum. Pulse shapes of the
pump and signal beams measured at 25 W output power with a rotating diffraction grating and
presented in Fig. 6.12(b) illustrate this partial pump depletion. At this power level, the pulse
width of the Raman signal was about 100 ps. Noise was also observed on the output pulse
shapes which can also be attributed to the large amount of XPM.
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Fig. 6.12. Pulsed Raman fibre amplifier characteristics. (a) Output spectrum at various total
average power levels. (b) Pulse shapes at 25 W total average output power, pulse
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6.3.5

Frequency doubling at 589 nm

The amplified pulsed Raman signal was launched into a 15 mm-long LBO crystal with a
combination of lenses. The crystal temperature was optimized for second-harmonic generation
at 589 nm and set to 36°C. The state of polarisation was not carefully monitored and controlled
after amplification. Nevertheless a half-wave plate was used to rotate the polarisation for best
SHG efficiency. Fig. 6.13(a) shows the 2nd Stokes and 589 nm power evolution as a function of
total power. With a maximum power of 25 W at 1178 nm, the frequency doubled power reached
1.01 W. The poor conversion efficiency is due to the broad spectral linewidth (FWHM) of 8 nm
of the fundamental beam and possibly to a degraded polarisation extinction ratio of the
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amplified signal. The output spectrum of the frequency doubled beam at various power levels is
shown in Fig. 6.13(b). The spectral linewidth (FWHM) was 3.7 nm at maximum output power.
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Fig. 6.13. Second-harmonic generation at 589 nm. (a) Average output at 1178 nm and 589 nm
versus total average output power. (b) Output spectrum of the frequency doubled
pulsed Raman signal at various power levels, linewidth (FWHM) at 1 W ~ 3.7 nm.

6.3.6

Simulated results

Guide star application requires narrow laser linewidth in the order of 3 GHz, which would
corresponds to Fourier transform limited pulses with durations of about 200 ps. However the
demonstrated laser system produced laser radiation in the near infrared with a linewidth
severely broadened to even exceed the acceptance bandwidth of the nonlinear crystal for
second-harmonic generation, thus limiting the overall system efficiency. The main mechanism
degrading the laser linewidth was identified to be cross-phase modulation between the pump
beam and the Raman signals in the fibre amplifier as previously reported and described in the
visible in a passive fibre [30]. Self-phase modulation also contributes to the linewidth
broadening but is twice less effective than XPM for the same intensity [21].
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I simulated the system using a commercial software (VPI TransmissionMaker) where the pump
pulsed beam and the two Raman signals were considered co-propagating in a passive singlemode fibre. Although the propagation properties in a passive fibre differ from those in a REdoped fibre with gain, this analysis helped to study the impact of XPM induced spectral
broadening in such a fibre laser system. The fibre length was 40 m with an effective area of
60 µm2, and the pump beam had a peak power of 2 kW with pulse durations of 140 ps at
32 MHz, power of the seeds was fixed to 100 mW.
The simulated optical spectra after Raman amplification of signals with input linewidths of
1GHz and 50GHz in the 40 m-long fibre were analyzed. Although the initial considered
linewidths are narrow with 1 GHz and 50 GHz, simulations shows a dramatic increase of
linewidth to 3.5 nm and 7 nm, respectively. The impact of XPM on the output pulses was also
investigated and the simulated pulse shapes for the various pump and Raman beams are shown
in Fig. 6.14. The simulated output pulse shapes at 1178 nm matched the experimentally
measured pulses reported in Fig. 6.12. They also confirm the large intensity distortions induced
by strong XPM regime between the co-propagating beams.
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Fig. 6.14. Simulated pulse shape for the pump and Raman beams after co-propagating in a
40 m-long single-mode fibre.

6.3.7

Discussion and prospect

Although this novel approach for the realisation of a pulsed fibre based guide star system seems
to offers many benefits including power scalability and potentially an all-fibre configuration, the
inherent properties of short pulses implies that Raman amplification is inevitably accompanied
by nonlinear spectral broadening. If the pulsed scheme is of interest, longer pulses, for instance
in nanosecond regime would allow Raman amplification while mitigating SPM and XPM. In
addition shaping pulses to a flat top profile can significantly reduce the impact of phase
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modulations [31]. Furthermore the laser system can be simplified by employing a YDFL
operating directly at 1120 nm.

From these experimental results, it appears that exploiting nonlinear effects in an optical fibre to
produce narrow linewidth radiation is quite challenging. Moreover the peak power requirement
for efficient frequency conversion through an LBO crystal constituted a major problem.
Therefore an alternative solution based on RE doped fibre amplification and subsequent
frequency conversion through periodically-poled crystals providing high nonlinear coefficient
looks more promising. Recently there have been several reports on the potential of YDFA for
amplification and lasing at wavelengths above 1120nm and particularly at 1178nm either by
using high-Q cavity [32] or by heating up the YDF to shift the gain spectrum to longer
wavelengths [33]. Another interesting development is based on Bismuth doped fibres. CW and
pulsed fibre laser emitting in the 1150-1300nm wavelength region have already been realised
with this novel fibre when pumped by a YDFL emitting at 1070 nm for instance [34, 35].
Therefore Bismuth doped fibres appear also very suitable for amplification of 1178nm seed
sources and subsequent SHG at 589nm.

These technological advances could lead to the

development of fibre MOPA systems operating at 1178nm with narrow linewidth ideally suited
for SHG. However these novels fibre amplifiers, and particularly Bismuth-based amplifiers,
require long devices and the challenge resides then in controlling the onset of stimulated
Brillouin scattering that could severely limit power scaling of the narrow linewidth laser. This
regime would be in fact very similar to the one obtained with other erbium or ytterbium-based
single fibre MOPA systems.

6.4 Conclusion
This chapter has shown through two different experimental demonstrations that nonlinear
effects in optical fibres can be very useful to generate visible wavelengths usually difficult to
reach with conventional fibre lasers. Both experiments were based on a picosecond Yb-based
fibre MOPA at 1060 nm whose design had been presented in chapter 4. In a first set of
experiments, the output beam was frequency doubled and launched into the substructures of a
PBGF to exploit nonlinearities of these secondary cores. This led to the generation of red and
blue spectral sidebands resulting in a white light output beam. A second set of experiments
employed this same MOPA system at 1060 nm to pump a cw signal at 1178nm using two
Stokes shifts in a high-power YDFA. The resulting amplified signal was then frequency
doubled to produce laser radiation 589 nm, a useful wavelength for guide star applications.
However the resulting linewidth greatly exceeds the requirement for these applications. This
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was partly due to the broad linewidth of the cw seed source and mostly due to the detrimental
effects of cross-phase modulations in the Raman fibre amplifier. The use of a narrow linewidth
seed source such as a DFB laser emitting at 1178nm would improve the performance of the
system; however the amplified signal would still suffer from nonlinear spectral broadening.

Various research laboratories are currently working on the development of fibre-based sources
emitting at 589 nm. These types sources are on paper extremely attractive owing to their
potential for compactness and robustness, however achieving narrow linewidth with these
sources has proved to be very challenging . Alternatively, it should be noted that existing bulk
systems can already deliver narrow linewidth at 589 nm with watt level output power in a fairly
compact, simple and efficient format [36].

These investigations demonstrate once again the versatility of picosecond fibre lasers. They can
produce high average power and sufficient peak power to enhance nonlinear effects in optical
fibres. Although the reported experiments were realised in a free-space configuration, the laser
design suggests that a quasi all-fibre configuration is possible. This emphasizes the benefit of
combining nonlinear optical effects and fibre lasers.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and future work

In the following I will summarize the work presented in this thesis and suggest possible
improvements and future research directions.

Power scaling of various ultrafast fibre sources has been demonstrated. Important features of
these high-power systems are the use of low-power semiconductor lasers producing ultrashort
pulses with high repetition rate in combination with large mode area Yb-doped fibre amplifiers.
A common challenge in the development of such systems resides in managing fibre
nonlinearities to achieve output specifications dictated by the application. Indeed these systems
can be designed to minimize nonlinearities such as SRS, SPM and XPM for achieving efficient
frequency conversion through a nonlinear crystal. However in other applications nonlinear
effects provide a convenient and simple method to produce shorter femtosecond pulses via SPM
and pulse compression or new wavelengths via Raman amplification.

For instance, two types of optically pumped passively mode-locked VECSELs were employed
as seed sources for a high-power fibre MOPA in which the final LMA fibre amplifier was used
to provide high-gain and also induce sufficient SPM for achieving efficient temporal
compression down to fs durations. Pulses produced by a first ML-VECSEL with 4.6 ps of
duration at 910 MHz and emitted at 1055 nm were amplified up to 200 W of average power.
The large amount of SPM accumulated during amplification enabled linear pulse compression
down to 430 fs with a typical pedestal causing reduced peak power as confirmed by numerical
simulations. Alternatively, the development of a similar system incorporating a ML-VECSEL
producing 0.5 ps pulses at 1042 nm with a repetition rate of 1.1 GHz allowed for the self-similar
regime of amplification. This resulted in pulse compression down to 170 fs with excellent pulse
quality at a maximum average power of 53 W. A mismatch between the Yb gain spectrum and
the VECSEL emission wavelength prevented further power scaling. Numerical simulations also
confirmed distortion of the SPM-induced chirp caused by this mismatch.
As previously suggested, designing the VECSEL structure to shift its emitting wavelength
towards 1060-1070 nm would improve dramatically the performance of the system. In this case,
the same MOPA configuration would produce parabolic pulse at average powers exceeding
100 W. The onset of SRS and gain bandwidth limitation would then constitute a limitation for
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further improvement. However shifting the wavelength of VECSELs towards 1060 nm is quite
challenging. Future research work could consist in investigating various YDFs to shift the peak
gain to shorter wavelengths while making sure that requirements for self-similar amplification
regime are fulfilled. Moreover, in the experimental demonstration, a fraction of power was
extracted to study the potential for efficient pulse compression. Incorporating a pair of bulk
gratings designed for high-power in the system would allow pulse compression of the total
output power constituting a major improvement. This new femtosecond fibre source could then
be utilised for applications. Indeed this novel high-power ultrafast source offers ideal properties
for pumping OPOs or highly nonlinear fibre for the generation of high-power supercontinuum
and the generation of THz waves.

When only picosecond pulses are required with high average power, it was shown in Chapter 4
that direct amplification of longer pulses allows for further power scaling. Reduced spectral
bandwidth is often another important aspect meaning that SPM should be minimised in the fibre
amplifier. With these considerations in mind, I have developed a high-power fibre MOPA
system based on amplification of 16-20 ps pulses produced by a gain-switched laser diode
emitting at 1060 nm. The combination of a high repetition rate of 1 GHz and LMA Yb-doped
fibres in the final stage of amplification was key to achieve high-power amplification with
reduced SPM-induced spectral bandwidth. Two Yb-doped fibres were investigated for highpower amplification leading to various output characteristics while spectral width was kept
below 0.5 nm. A maximum output power of 125 W was produced in a diffraction limited beam
by a YDFA comprising a fibre core of 25 µm in diameter and NA<0.05. The average power was
further increased to 321 W by employing a fibre with a core diameter of 43 µm and NA~0.09.
However these waveguide properties resulted in an output beam quality factor (M2) of 2.4
meaning that the output beam included higher order modes.
These experimental demonstrations were realised in the early stages of the rapid development in
high-power fibre technology. With the outstanding recent developments, these same fibre
MOPA systems could be power scaled in a straightforward way towards kilowatt average power
in a diffraction-limited output beam. This very high power quasi-CW source would offer high
average power, high peak power and microJoule range energy useful for numerous applications
such as high-speed micromachining or nonlinear frequency conversion.

In addition to offering highly stable picosecond pulses, a telecom-grade gain-switched
semiconductor laser provides unique flexibility in the pulse parameters with selectable
repetition rate. This represents an excellent tool to optimise the performance of a high-power
fibre sources. Based on these additional considerations, I have developed an improved high-
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power fibre MOPA designed for efficient second-harmonic generation through a nonlinear
crystal in single-pass configuration. Efficient frequency doubling through a nonlinear crystal
requires linearly polarized nearly diffraction limited output beam implying the use of
polarisation maintaining LMA YDFs for amplification. In addition high peak power of at least
10 kW and narrow spectral width are important due to limited spectral acceptance bandwidth of
conventional crystals. Therefore SPM-induced spectral bandwidth must be minimised. For these
reasons, the final stage of amplification includes a LMA PM-YDF with a mode field diameter
of 16 µm and the seed source was configured to provide longer pulses with variable repetition
rate. These improvements led to the successful experimental demonstration of high-power SHG
up to 80 W at 530 nm with a conversion efficiency of 49% and nearly diffraction limited output
beam. In this case, the pulses were 80 ps in duration tuned to a repetition rate of 120 MHz
allowing reduced spectral bandwidth and negligible level of SRS.
Owing to its outstanding brightness, this fibre based green source offers an excellent alternative
to frequency doubled bulk mode-locked lasers. A possible route for future work is the
generation of high-power UV radiation via third harmonic or fourth harmonic generation.
Assuming standard conversion efficiencies obtained by harmonic generation through LBO and
CLBO crystals, 80 W at 530 nm could result in the generation of approximately 30 W at 353 nm
and around 8 W at 265 nm, respectively. As suggested in this work, investigating spectral
compression as a convenient method to achieve high conversion efficiency despite the highpeak power produced by the amplifier represents another interesting aspect related to harmonic
generation from ultrafast fibre-based systems.

The high brightness green laser was also used to pump secondary cores of a holey fibre. We
have experimentally observed efficient generation of blue and red components at the fibre
output. Based on experimental investigations and numerical calculations, this phenomenon was
attributed to high birefringence in the small cores providing support for a phase-matched FWM
process.
An efficient and simple scheme for high-power white light generation is of particular interest
due to the variety of applications such as laser display and microscopy. Future directions related
to this research work include the design of novel fibres with waveguide and nonlinear properties
adequately tailored to enhance conversion efficiency via optimal phase matching conditions.
Another interesting aspect of white light generation resides in the generation of supercontinuum
provided by pumping in the green. Pumping in the visible wavelength ensures more efficient
conversion to white light than conventional near IR pumped supercontinuum sources. However
this also implies the challenging realisation of novel types of fibres with, for instance, a zero
dispersion located near the pump wavelength at 530 nm.
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Previously, we have seen that fibre nonlinear effects can be excited externally by employing the
high-power beam produced by a fibre MOPA as a pump source. In a final part of this thesis I
have developed a fibre based laser guide star system producing 1 W at 589 nm. The unique
design consists in using amplified picosecond pulses produced by the versatile gain-switched
laser diode to pump radiation at 1178 nm via SRS in an YDFA. In this case nonlinear transfer of
power is carried out within the amplifier chain and only nonlinear frequency doubling is
achieved externally using a LBO crystal in a single-pass configuration. Despite the simplicity
and high degree on integration of such a scheme and the successful realisation of a source with
watt level output, the overall conversion process from 1060 nm to 589 nm was quite inefficient.
Indeed Raman amplification in this regime is also accompanied by severe SPM and XPM which
causes dramatic increase of spectral bandwidth resulting in turn in low conversion efficiency
after second-harmonic generation.
This experimental investigation has revealed major limitations due to the high peak power
required for efficient frequency doubling and inherent properties of fibre nonlinearities in the
picosecond regime. The system performance could be improved by employing ns pulses with
rectangular pulse shape. This new pulse format would significantly reduce the impact of phase
modulations and ensure satisfactory bandwidth for efficiency frequency conversion. However
despite these improvements the final linewidth would most likely exceed the stringent
requirements for guide star applications. In fact, the most attractive option to achieve highpower narrow linewidth at 1178 nm, would rely on the realisation of a fibre MOPA source
seeded by a CW DFB laser diode emitting at 1178 nm and amplified by new types of fibre
amplifiers. Gain at 1178 nm can be offered by bismuth doped fibres or by high temperature
YDF for shifting the gain towards longer wavelengths. Subsequent SHG could then be
implemented by a periodically poled device for optimal conversion efficiency to 589 nm in the
cw regimes, at powers much lower than the (peak) powers required for doubling in LBO.
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